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A B S T R A C T 

The HST treasury programme BUFFALO provides extended wide-field imaging of the six Hubble Fr ontier F ields galaxy 

clusters. Here we present the combined strong and weak-lensing analysis of Abell 370, a massive cluster at z = 0.375. From the 
reconstructed total projected mass distribution in the 6 arcmin × 6 arcmin BUFFALO field-of-view, we obtain the distribution 

of massive substructures outside the cluster core and report the presence of a total of seven candidates, each with mass 
∼5 × 10 

13 M �. Combining the total mass distribution derived from lensing with multiwavelength data, we e v aluate the physical 
significance of each candidate substructure, and conclude that five out of the seven substructure candidates seem reliable, and 

that the mass distribution in Abell 370 is extended along the north-west and south-east directions. While this finding is in general 
agreement with previous studies, our detailed spatial reconstruction provides new insights into the complex mass distribution at 
large cluster-centric radius. We explore the impact of the extended mass reconstruction on the model of the cluster core and in 

particular, we attempt to physically explain the presence of an important external shear component, necessary to obtain a low 

root-mean-square separation between the model-predicted and observed positions of the multiple images in the cluster core. The 
substructures can only account for up to half the amplitude of the external shear, suggesting that more effort is needed to fully 

replace it by more physically moti v ated mass components. We provide public access to all the lensing data used as well as the 
different lens models. 

Key words: gravitational lensing: strong – gravitational lensing: weak – galaxies: clusters: individual: Abell 370. 
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 I N T RO D U C T I O N  

s they are fairly easy to detect thanks to the multiple available
bservational tracers (galaxies, X-ray gas), galaxy clusters are an 
mportant probe of the formation history of structures in the Universe. 
ndeed, they are among the most massive gravitationally bound 
bjects, and therefore represent the latest stage of the hierarchical 
tructure formation, meaning that they have formed over time through 
he accretion of many smaller objects, i.e. galaxies or galaxy groups
nd the dark matter haloes in which they live. In particular, very
assive and complex clusters bear the dynamical trace of their long 

ccretion history, for instance through their multimodal structure (e.g. 
lowe et al. 2006 ; Merten et al. 2011 ; Limousin et al. 2012 ; Finner
t al. 2021 ; Cho et al. 2022 ; Monteiro-Oliveira 2022 ; Pascale et al.
022 ) and the number and mass of their substructures (cf. Jauzac
t al. 2016 ). Clusters are also excellent laboratories for probing 
he physical mechanisms go v erning their evolution. Their extreme 
ensities make them an ideal location to study the nature of dark

atter. 

 E-mail: anna.niemiec@lpnhe.in2p3.fr 
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Ho we ver, an essential ingredient needed to use clusters as probes
f these complex processes is the detailed knowledge of their 
 v erall structure and total matter distribution; this needs to be
easured first. To obtain an inventory of the baryonic component 

f clusters, multiwavelength observations are combined, from the 
tars in cluster member galaxies and intracluster light (ICL) traced 
y optical emission from their stellar populations; to the hot gas
mitted in the X-rays or backlit by the cosmic microwave background
hrough the Sun yaev–Zeldo vich effect. The dark matter component 
s more elusive and can, for now, only be detected through indirect
easurements. One method, and a particularly powerful established 

ne, is gravitational lensing, which probes the gravitational potential 
f a massive structure, from the bending of light rays that pass through
t. Cluster lensing (see Kneib & Natarajan 2011 ; Umetsu 2020 , for
 re vie w) can manifest itself in two dif ferent regimes, depending
n the local matter density. In very dense inner regions, such as
he core of clusters, light rays are strongly deflected, and images
f background galaxies are distorted into gravitational arcs, or can 
ven appear multiple times, characterizing what is refereed to as 
he strong lensing regime. In less dense regions of clusters, where
ight rays are only slightly bent, images of background galaxies are
nly weakly distorted. As this lensing induced shear is much smaller
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han the intrinsic ellipticity of a galaxy (and is at the per cent level),
t is impossible to distinguish both components in the measured
llipticity of individual sources. This so-called weak lensing regime
n turn requires a statistical approach to o v ercome this shape noise
oming from the galaxy intrinsic ellipticities, to derive the cluster
ass distribution. Cluster lensing, both in the strong and weak

egimes, has shown to be a key tool in many studies, from probing the
ature of dark matter (e.g. Natarajan et al. 2002b ; Brada ̌c et al. 2008 ;
arv e y et al. 2015 ; Masse y et al. 2015 ; Harv e y, Kneib & Jauzac 2016 ;

auzac et al. 2016 ; Harv e y et al. 2017 ; Natarajan et al. 2017 ; Jauzac
t al. 2018 ; Massey et al. 2018 ; Harv e y et al. 2019 ; Mene ghetti et al.
020 ; Vega-Ferrero et al. 2021 ; Andrade et al. 2022 ; Bhattacharyya
t al. 2022 ; Limousin, Beauchesne & Jullo 2022 ), to constraining
luster physics (e.g. Natarajan, Kneib & Smail 2002a ; Kneib et al.
003 ; Clowe, De Lucia & King 2004 ; Brada ̌c et al. 2006 ; Merten et al.
011 ; Jauzac et al. 2012 ; Diego et al. 2015 ; Eckert et al. 2015 ; Jauzac
t al. 2015 ; Sharon & Johnson 2015 ; Grillo et al. 2016 ; Mahler et al.
018 , 2020 ; Sharon et al. 2020 ; Bergamini et al. 2021 ; Ebeling et al.
021 ; Moura, Machado & Monteiro-Oliveira 2021 ; Chadayammuri
t al. 2022 ; Fox et al. 2022 ) or galaxy evolution (e.g. Natarajan et al.
998 ; Limousin et al. 2007 ; Natarajan et al. 2009 ; Sif ́on et al. 2015 ;
i et al. 2016 ; Niemiec et al. 2017 ; Sif ́on et al. 2018 ). In addition to
robing the internal structure of galaxy clusters, lensing also offers a
e w windo w for observing the distant Uni verse. As lensing magnifies
he images of background galaxies, and cluster lenses therefore act as
osmic telescopes, making it possible to probe star formation within
alaxies at cosmic noon (e.g. Johnson et al. 2017 ; Rigby et al. 2017 ,
018 ; Chisholm et al. 2019 ; Man et al. 2021 ; Rigby et al. 2021 ;
itrani et al. 2022 ; Furtak et al. 2022 ; Vanzella et al. 2022 ), and to
bserve and study very distant galaxies by bringing them into view
e.g. D’Aloisio, Natarajan & Shapiro 2014 ; Atek et al. 2015 ; Alavi
t al. 2016 ; Bouwens et al. 2017b ; Atek et al. 2018 ; Ishigaki et al.
018 ; Kawamata et al. 2018 ; Salmon et al. 2018 , 2020 ; Furtak et al.
021 ; Laporte et al. 2021 ; Strait et al. 2021 ; Bouwens et al. 2022a ,
 ; Sun et al. 2022 ; Yang et al. 2022 ). 
In this larger context the executed Hubble Frontier Fields pro-

ramme (HFF, Lotz et al. 2017 ), provided the deepest images of
alaxy clusters ever obtained, using the Hubble Space Telescope
 HST ). HFF targeted six particularly massi ve clusters, and de voted a
otal of HST 840 orbits to the 6 clusters, imaging from the UV to the
ear-infrared (7 filters), co v ering the core and a parallel field located
 arcmin from the core. HFF observations have led and continue to
ead to a vast number of studies, co v ering both cluster-related and
igh redshift science (e.g. Johnson et al. 2014 ; Richard et al. 2014 ,
021 ; Grillo et al. 2016 ; Kawamata et al. 2016 ; Bouwens et al. 2017a ;
eneghetti et al. 2017 ; Ishigaki et al. 2018 ; Montes & Trujillo 2019 ).
The BUFFALO (Beyond the Ultradeep Frontier Fields and Legacy

bservations, GO-15117, P.I.s: Steinhardt & Jauzac, Steinhardt et al.
020 ) surv e y was designed to build upon the success of the HFF
ampaign. It is a large HST programme that extends the co v erage of
he six HFF clusters with the Advanced Camera for Survey (ACS),
n the F814W and F606W pass-bands, as well as with the Wide
ield Camera 3 (WFC3), in the F105W , F125W , and F160W pass-
ands. The main scientific goals of the surv e y are twofold: (i) to
tudy the foreground clusters and improve their mass modelling,
y adding deep and high-resolution weak-lensing observations to
he already existing very deep strong-lensing constraints, and (ii)
o extend the observed area available for magnified high redshift
ackground source studies. These o v erarching objectiv es encompass
any different science cases, such as probing the physical processes

n galaxy clusters or the properties of dark matter haloes, mapping
he substructure distribution or the intracluster light, studying galaxy
NRAS 524, 2883–2910 (2023) 
volution in the cluster environment, measuring the high redshift UV
uminosity function or the star formation rate-stellar mass relation,
tudying high redshift quiescent galaxies, etc. Our focus in the
ork presented here is to report on the major gains and resulting

mpro v ement of the modelling of the cluster total mass distribution
sing a combination of strong- and weak-lensing constraints to model
he core and the outskirts simultaneously. 

In this paper, we focus on the first fully observed cluster from the
UFFALO surv e y, Abell 370. Abell 370 is a v ery massiv e cluster
ith M 200 = (2.2 ± 0.3) × 10 15 h −1 M �, and located at a redshift
 = 0.375. Its mass and total matter distribution have been modelled
y multiple teams previously, using strong (Richard et al. 2010 ;
agattuta et al. 2017 , 2019 ; Ghosh et al. 2021 ) or weak-lensing
onstraints (Medezinski et al. 2010 ; Strait et al. 2018 ; Umetsu et al.
022 ). 
Lagattuta et al. ( 2019 ) (hereafter L19 ) presented a strong lens-

ng model of the cluster core, using a combination of the HFF
bservations and integral-field spectroscopy obtained with the Multi-
nit Spectroscopic Explorer (MUSE) at the Very Large Telescope

VLT). Interestingly, their final model integrates an external shear
omponent. Such components are often introduced in strong-lensing
nalyses, and produce a uniform shear on the position and/or shape of
he constraints in order to impro v e the goodness-of-fit of the model.
hese components can be difficult to justify physically: they are often
ot directly linked to identified mass components, and in addition
hese components are generally uniform o v er the whole modelled
eld, which is not easily reproducible with mass distribution. This
an come from the fact that all model decompositions are only
pproximations of the underlying mass distribution. The physical
nterpretation of the external shear components should therefore
e treated with care, as they can be an approximation of the
mpact of some (sub)structures, but can also be the result of other
pproximations in the modelling, such as the limited choice in terms
f potential shapes. In L19 , to physically moti v ate the presence of
his shear, required in their model to properly reproduce the observed
osition of the multiple image sources, they explore the impact of
ine-of-sight structures on the mass model, but could not account for
he full external shear term with that component. 

Another physical explanation for this term could be the presence of
ome massive structures in the neighbourhood of the cluster (Acebron
t al. 2017 ), or the presence of some unmapped massive substructures
ithin the cluster itself. The importance of weak-lensing data in

he cluster outskirts is tantamount in this situation, as it allows
s to map the projected total mass distribution outside the cluster
ore, and possibly detect the substructures that could generate this
eeded shear in the cluster core. Such a case was presented, for
nstance, in Mahler et al. ( 2018 ) for another HFF cluster, Abell
744. They found that including the substructures detected in the
luster’s outskirts in Jauzac et al. ( 2016 ) to their strong-lensing
odel, could replace an external shear component, and impro v e

he model significantly, compared to a no-substructure no-external
hear v ersion. Similarly, Ka wamata et al. ( 2016 ) present a mass
econstruction for another HFF cluster MACS 0717 that also required
n external shear component, but in this case they argued that the
hysical origin for this component was probably a structure located
long the line-of-sight. 

It is critically important to understand the origin of the external
hear in these mass model configurations, as this component is
niform in strength and in direction o v er the entire modelled field,
aking it very challenging to interpret physically, especially when
odelling large fields as in the present case. In this regard, it is
rst crucial to model the cluster mass distribution at all scales,
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rom the extremely dense cluster core to the potentially irregular 
utskirts. For this we use the publicly available lens modelling 
ode LENSTOOL (Jullo et al. 2007 ; Jauzac et al. 2012 ; Jullo et al.
014 ), and in particular the new version hybrid - LENSTOOL that we
eveloped to take these complexities into account (Niemiec et al. 
020 ). In general, self-consistently modelling the mass distribution 
n clusters at all scales is crucial to limit environment-induced biases
n the models describing the cluster core; to derive more accurate and
recise magnification estimates in the outskirts; and better constrain 
alaxy and cluster evolution, etc. The BUFFALO data set, combined 
ith suitable modelling techniques, presents a unique opportunity 

or such studies. 
The goal of this paper is to measure the total mass distribution of

bell 370 in the entire BUFFALO field, which co v ers approximately
 arcmin × 6 arcmin (or ∼ 1 . 9 × 1 . 9 Mpc 2 at the cluster redshift),
owerfully combining strong- and weak-lensing constraints. The 
odel includes the core of the cluster and the outskirts, with two main

bjectives: (i) detect all possible substructures, to better understand 
he structure and dynamical evolutionary history of this cluster, 
nd (ii) test how the detected mass distribution in the outskirts
mpacts the model in the core, and in particular, if it allows us
o reduce or completely remo v e the e xternal shear component by
xplicitly accounting for it with detected substructures. To achieve 
hese goals, we test different modelling methods to verify if, and 
ow, our modelling assumptions impact the results. We also compare 
he projected total mass distribution with X-ray observations from 

MM–Newton , as well as galaxy dynamics, to corroborate the 
hysical existence of the lensing-detected substructures. 
This paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we present the

FF and BUFFALO observations of Abell 370, and describe the 
onstruction of the strong- and weak-lensing constraints catalogues 
n Section 3 . We summarize the modelling methods in Section 
 , present the total mass distribution obtained with our two main
odelling methods in Section 5 and 6 , and complement this in
ection 7 with the baryonic mass distribution derived from optical 
nd X-ray observations. We then evaluate the impact on the model 
f the substructures detected in the mass reconstructions in Section 
 . Finally, gi ven the dif ferent mass models and the mutliwavelength
nalysis, we discuss in Section 9 the physical reality of the candidate
ubstructures, and whether their presence suffice to account for the 
xternal shear component in the models. Throughout this paper, we 
se a standard flat � CDM cosmology with �m 

= 0.27 and h 0 =
.7. In this cosmology, 1 arcsec = 5.2 kpc at the cluster redshift
f z = 0.375. All magnitudes are quoted in the AB system (Oke
974 ). 

 OBSERVATIONS  

.1 Hubble space telescope observations 

.1.1 Hubble frontier fields 

bell 370 has been e xtensiv ely observ ed with HST o v er the past
wo decades. Observations were initially taken with the Advanced 
amera for Survey (ACS) in the F814W pass-band (GO-11507; P.I.: 
oll), then in the near-infrared with the Wide Field Camera 3 (WFC3) 

n the F140W pass-band (GO-11108; P.I.: Hu). It was then observed 
ith both ACS and WFC3 with GO-11591 (PI: Kneib), GO-13459 

PI: Treu), GO-14038 (PI: Lotz), and GO-14216 (PI: Krishner). 
It is the HFF (Lotz et al. 2017 ) observing campaign that has

rovided the deepest observations of its core and a parallel field 4
rcmin away from its central brightest cluster galaxy (BCG) with 
ST . The HFF campaign observed Abell 370 o v er 140 orbits during
ycle 25, in 7 pass-bands from the UV to the near-infrared (F435W,
606W , F814W , F105W , F125W , F140W , F160W). The details of

he HFF observing campaign are presented in Lotz et al. ( 2017 ). 

.1.2 Beyond the ultradeep frontier fields and legacy observations 

he HFF was used as the baseline for the Beyond the Ultradeep
r ontier F ields And Legacy Observations (BUFFALO; GO-15117; 
Is: Steinhardt & Jauzac, Steinhardt et al. 2020 ). BUFFALO extends

he spatial co v erage around both the core and the HFF parallel field,
roviding an almost continuous field of view of ∼13 × 8 arcmin 2 

n the ACS/F814W and F606W pass-bands, and ∼10 × 5 arcmin 2 

n the WFC3/F105W, F125W, and F160W pass-bands, with a gap 
f ∼2 × 5 arcmin 2 between the core and the parallel field. The first
poch of Abell 370 observations was taken between 2018 July 21
nd August 21, and the second epoch between 2018 December 19
nd 2019 January 31, for 5180 s, 9428 s, 5647 s, 6447 s, and 6447 s
ith A CS/F606W, A CS/F814W, WFC3/F105W, WFC3/F125W, and 
FC3/F160W pass-bands, respectively. The mosaics that we use 

ere include all the new BUFFALO data (Steinhardt et al. 2020 ) as
ell as the archi v al data such as HFF (Lotz et al. 2017 ) and were
roduced following the approaches first described by Koekemoer 
t al. ( 2011 ), extending significantly beyond the standard pipeline
rchive products. The full BUFFALO mosaic in the WFC3/F160W, 
CS/F814W, and ACS/F606W filters, as well as the field-of-view of 

he ACS and WFC3 observations are shown in Fig. 1 . 

.2 Subaru/Suprime-Cam obser v ations 

o complement the deep BUFFALO imaging co v ering the central
egion of the cluster, we also use in our analysis a weak-lensing and
hotometric catalogue obtained from deep Subaru/Suprime-Cam in 
he BR C z 

′ 
bands, and the instantaneous field of view of Suprime-

am is 34 × 27 arcmin 2 . The details of the observations and data
eduction are described in Umetsu et al. ( 2022 ). 

.3 X-ray obser v ations 

.3.1 Data reduction 

bell 370 was observed by XMM–Newton on 2017 January 22 
or a total of 133 ks (Observation ID 0782150101). We reduced
he observation using XMMSAS v19.1 and the analysis pipeline 
eveloped in the framework of the XMM–Newton cluster outskirts 
roject (X-COP; Eckert et al. 2017 ). We ran the standard event
creening chains to extract calibrated event files for the three detectors 
f the European photon imaging camera (EPIC): MOS1, MOS2, and 
N. For each camera, we extracted light curves of the observations
nd filtered out time periods affected by soft proton flares using the
MMSAS tasks mos-filter and pn-filter . The remaining 

lean exposure time amounts to 57.5 ks (MOS1), 59.3 ks (MOS2),
nd 45.1 ks (PN). 

From the clean event files, we extracted images in five energy
ands (0.4–0.7, 0.7–1.2, 1.2–2.0, 2.0–4.0, and 4.0–7.0 keV) and 
sed the XMMSAS tasks mos-spectra and pn-spectra to 
odel the spatial distribution and intensity of the quiescent particle 

ackground in each band. This is achieved by measuring the high-
nergy count rate in the unexposed corners of the three cameras
nd rescaling filter-wheel-closed data available in the calibration 
ata base to match the observed count rate. Background maps are
hen extracted using the same binning as the actual images from the
MNRAS 524, 2883–2910 (2023) 
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M

Figure 1. Full BUFFALO colour-composite mosaic for Abell 370, in the F160W, F814W, and F606W filters. The dashed orange (white) footprints show the 
approximate field-of-view of the ACS (WFC3) observations. The deepest observed squares in the middle of each field correspond to the HFF observations. The 
main field, on which we focus the analysis presented here, is shown on the right-hand side of the image, and the parallel field is shown on the left-hand side. 
Considering that for Abell 370 the virial radius is R 200 = 2.3 Mpc (Lagattuta et al. 2022 ), we show as blue circles the approximate positions of 0.1 R 200 , 0.5 R 200 , 
and R 200 . 
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escaled filter-wheel-closed event files. Exposure maps were created
sing the eexpmap e x ecutable, which computes the local ef fecti ve
xposure time accounting for vignetting, chip gaps, and dead pixels.
e then stacked the maps from the three individual cameras and com-

ined their exposure maps weighted by their corresponding ef fecti ve
rea. The resulting maps combine all the available clean EPIC data.
inally, we used asmooth (Ebeling, White & Rangarajan 2006 ) to
reate adaptively smoothed, vignetting-corrected, and background-
ubtracted surface brightness maps. For more details on the data
nalysis procedure see Ghirardini et al. ( 2019 ). 

In Fig. 2 we show the background-subtracted and vignetting-
orrected XMM–Newton map of Abell 370 in the [0.5–2] keV band.
he cluster appears highly elliptical with an elongation along the
orth–South axis. An important complication for the analysis is the
resence of the bright foreground galaxy LEDA 175 370 ( z = 0.045)
ocated ∼2 arcmin North of the cluster core, which is associated with
 bright, spatially extended X-ray source as highlighted in Fig. 2 . On
op of that, we clearly detect a clump of diffuse X-ray emission ∼7
rcmin NW of the core of Abell 370 (see the discussion in Section
.3.3 ). In the cluster itself, we observe an extension of low surface
rightness X-ray emission extending in the NW direction from the
luster core, which is highlighted as well in Fig. 2 . Finally, point
ources detected on the [0.5–2] keV maps using the ewavelet task
re shown on the same figure and masked for the remainder of the
nalysis. 
NRAS 524, 2883–2910 (2023) 

c  
.3.2 Thermodynamic maps 

e used the available images in five energy bands together with
heir corresponding exposure and background maps to extract
hermodynamic maps of the cluster (temperature, emission mea-
ure, pressure, and entropy). To this aim, we used the advance
lasma emission code ( APEC ; Smith et al. 2001 ) folded with the
MM–Newton response files to create spectral templates integrated

n the five bands of interest as a function of the plasma tem-
erature (Jauzac et al. 2016 ). The metallicity of the gas was
xed to 0.3 Z � and the APEC model was absorbed by photo-
lectric absorption to model the absorption of photons along the
ine of sight by the Galactic column density, which was fixed
o the value of 2.89 × 10 20 cm 

−2 , estimated from the 21-cm
ap in the region surrounding Abell 370 (HI4PI Collaboration

016 ). 
Around each pixel for which the local 0.5–2 k eV surf ace brightness

xceeds the background surface brightness by more than 3 σ , we
ccumulated total counts in the full band (0.4–7.0 keV) within a
ircular region surrounding the pixel until the total normal of counts
eaches a threshold of 200 counts. We then measured the surface
rightness in each of the five bands after having masked the rele v ant
oint sources, and we fit the spectral energy distribution with the
PEC templates by minimizing the C-statistic. The adaptive nature
f the binning scheme naturally implies that neighbouring points are
orrelated, with a correlation length that is equal to the radius of the
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Figure 2. Background-subtracted and vignetting-corrected XMM–Newton 
surface brightness map in the [0.5–2] keV band smoothed with a Gaussian 
of σ = 3 pixel (7.5 arcsec). The white contours are the X-ray isocontours 
extracted from our adaptively smoothed map (see the text). The barred circles 
show the positions of point sources and their corresponding exclusion areas. 
The positions of several striking features are highlighted with the cyan arrows. 
The green boxes show the regions used for the extraction of the surface 
brightness profiles. 
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ircular region defined around each bin. In the case of Abell 370,
he correlation length goes from 10 arcsec in the cluster core to ∼50
rcsec in the cluster outskirts. 

The diffuse emission from the LEDA 175 370 galaxy likely 
 xtends o v er sev eral arcmin and its soft spectrum biases the measured
emperatures low in the neighbouring regions. In our temperature 
ap, we mask a circle of 1 arcmin radius around the galaxy; ho we ver,

t is still likely that the cluster temperatures in the Northern part of
he cluster are somewhat underestimated. 

.3.3 The Northern clump 

 striking feature detected in our X-ray map is the presence of an
xtended clump of diffuse low surface brightness emission 1.5 Mpc in
rojection NW from the core of Abell 370. The diffuse X-ray source
s associated with the photometric optical cluster WHL J023941.7- 
12812 (Wen & Han 2015 ) at a redshift of 0.325. Although the
ndicated redshift places the system relatively far in projection 
rom Abell 370, given the uncertainties associated with photometric 
edshift estimations we cannot exclude that the system is part of the
ame superstructure as the main cluster. The Northern clump appears 
s well on the Subaru WL map of Umetsu et al. ( 2022 ), indicating it
s a massive structure. 

We extracted the XMM–Newton spectrum of the Northern clump 
ithin a circle of 2 arcmin radius and fitted it with an APEC
odel at a redshift of 0.325. The best-fitting APEC model returns
 temperature of 2.1 ± 0.2 keV, which corresponds to a mass of
 500 = (1.2 ± 0.3) × 10 14 M � using the weak-lensing-calibrated 
ass-temperature relation of Umetsu et al. ( 2020 ) derived for the
XL surv e y sample. We discuss the impact of this structure on the
alue of the external shear in the core of Abell 370 in Section 9.4 . 
.4 VLT/MUSE obser v ations 

USE is an integral field spectrograph installed on the VLT, 
o v ering optical wavelengths in the range 465–930 nm, and a
elatively large 1 × 1 arcmin 2 field-of-view. Lagattuta et al. ( 2017 )
hereafter L17 ) used an initial Guaranteed Time Observing (GTO) 
rogramme, 094.A-0115(A) (P.I.: Richard) focused on the core 
f the cluster. They then combined it with the observations from
he programme 086.A-0710(A) (P.I.: Bauer), expanding the initial 
TO observations. The final MUSE mosaic co v ers an area of
 × 2 arcmin 2 . The final spectroscopic redshift catalogue published in
19 , including multiply or singly lensed background sources, cluster 
embers, and foreground objects, contains 584 objects, but only 506 

nique systems when accounting for multiply imaged background 
alaxies. 

Lagattuta et al. ( 2022 ) (hereafter L22 ) further expanded the
bell 370 MUSE footprint by observing 10 additional pointings 

urrounding the original central mosaic (PID: 0102.A-0533(A), P.I.s 
. Bauer and D. Lagattuta). Though shallower than the data in the core 
egion (having only 1-h exposure times compared to the 2–8 h depths
n the centre), these pointings represent a ∼ 250 per cent increase 
n co v erage area, and the resulting redshift catalogue generated from
his region provides an additional 649 unique redshifts, including 
80 cluster members and 109 galaxies in the distant Universe 
 z > 3). 

.5 Ancillary spectroscopic and photometric redshift 
atalogues 

n order to calibrate the different galaxy selections necessary for 
he analysis (background galaxies for the weak lensing analysis, 
luster member galaxies), we use the galaxies in the BUFFALO field-
f-view that have measured redshifts. We combine spectroscopic 
edshifts coming from different sources: 

(i) the MUSE catalogues from L19 , L22 described abo v e; 
(ii) the Grism Lens-Amplified Surv e y from Space (GLASS; 

chmidt et al. 2014 ; Treu et al. 2015 ) observations. GLASS is
 large spectroscopic programme that targeted among others the 
FF clusters with the near-IR G102 and G141 grisms onboard 
ST /WFC3. GLASS observations of Abell 370 consist of 21859 s
f G102 data and 8326 s of G141 data (roughly 8 and 3 HST
rbits, respectively). The final GLASS redshift catalogue contains 
11 entries for Abell 370, though we only use 112 entries in the
ombined spectroscopic catalogue in this work, due to the large 
 v erlap between the GLASS and MUSE footprints. 
(iii) And 210 galaxies that were in neither of the previous cata-

ogues but had a redshift on the NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database 1 

NED). 

In addition to spectroscopy, we also use photometric redshifts 
o calibrate the background galaxy selection for the weak lensing 
atalogue. The photometric redshifts were computed using the BPZ 

lgorithm (Ben ́ıtez 2000 ; Ben ́ıtez et al. 2004 ; Coe et al. 2006 ). 

 G R AV I TAT I O NA L  LENSING  DATA  PRO DUCTS  

n this section, we present the different data products used in the
ens models of Abell 370: the strongly lensed multiple images, the
eakly lensed background sources, and the cluster member galaxies. 
MNRAS 524, 2883–2910 (2023) 
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.1 Strong-lensing constraints 

17 and L19 presented a strong-lensing analysis of Abell 370
sing the combination of HFF imaging and extended VLT/MUSE
bservations. L17 identified 22 multiple image systems, only 4 of
hich had all multiple images contained within the MUSE GTO
eld of view. L19 completed this picture by confirming all the
ounterimage candidates. Adding to that, they spectroscopically
dentified 18 new multiple image systems in the wider MUSE

osaic, within the redshift range 2.9 < z < 6.3, bringing the total of
pectroscopically confirmed strong-lensing constraints to 39 multiple
mage systems (that is 103 images). In addition, they identify and
ncorporate as model constraints 23 photometric multiple images
from seven background sources). We note that L19 performed
ultiple modelling runs using different sets of strong lensing

onstraints. In addition to the secure spectroscopically confirmed
ystems (called gold -class systems), they considered less reliable
lasses of constraints, for instance systems without a secured redshift
easurement, subdivided into the silver- , bronze- , and copper -

lass systems, as defined during the HFF public lens modelling
hallenge. Silver- class systems were considered very reliable by
he different modelling teams participating in the challenge, but
acked a definitive spectroscopic confirmation, while bronze systems
ot only lacked this information, but were also classified as less
ecure by the modelling teams. Finally, copper- class systems were
ot considered in the original HFF modelling challenge, but were
till believed to be true multiple-image systems in L19 . For further
etails on the different sets of constraints, we refer the reader to
19 . 
As part of the BUFFALO collaboration, these latest constraints

ere combined with the previous literature (Lagattuta et al. 2017 ;
ie go et al. 2018 ; Ka wamata et al. 2018 ), to produce a unified

nd updated catalogue of strong lensing constraints. These strong
ensing systems were then revoted by different members of the
UFFALO Mass Modelling Working Group , following a similar
rocedure as in the HFF challenge: each modelling team attributed
 grade between 1 and 4 to each constraint (1 = good; 2 = less
ertain; 3 = probably wrong, and 4 = would not use it). Images
ith an a verage v ote better than 1.5 were then classified as gold or

ilver , depending on the availability of a spectroscopic confirmation.
emaining images with a lower vote were classified as bronze . A
ew category was also added, to account for the specifics of this data
et: the quartz constraints. They are systems identified directly in
he MUSE observations in L19 , and which do not have an obvious
ounterpart in the HST images. In terms of reliability, we classify
hese constraints as being between the gold and the silver , as they
re fairly secure given their MUSE detection and redshift, but lack
he high-precision HST coordinates. The final BUFFALO sample
ontains 32 gold, 6 quartz, 8 silver, and 12 bronze systems, which
orresponds to 98, 18, 21, and 39 images, respectively. The position
f each image in the catalogue has been carefully re-examined by a
ew members of the collaboration to ensure that the chosen positions
atch between each image in a system. 
In this analysis, we use only the most secure ( gold ) class, as our

oal is not to re-create a complex strong-lensing model in the core of
he cluster from scratch, but to study the distribution of substructures
nd their impact on the o v erall modelling. The 98 gold- class multiple
mages span a large redshift range (0.73 < z < 6.29) and ensure a
igh density of constraints to model the cluster core, with an average
f 22 arcmin −2 . Ho we ver, the whole set of strong-lensing constraints
 gold, quartz, silver, bronze ) is publicly released together with this
aper. 
NRAS 524, 2883–2910 (2023) 

2

.2 Weak-lensing constraints 

ere we present the details of the construction of the BUFFALO
eak-lensing catalogue for Abell 370. The BUFFALO data offers a
nique opportunity to model the mass distribution of Abell 370 by
ombining both strong- and high resolution weak-lensing constraints.
hanks to HST ’s high resolution, we are able to construct a weakly

ensed background galaxy catalogue with a much higher density than
hat is feasible with ground-based data (see for example Jauzac et al.
012 , 2015 , 2016 , 2018 ; Medezinski et al. 2013 ). To mitigate edge
ffects at the limits of the BUFFALO field-of-view, we combine
he BUFFALO data with a weak-lensing catalogue obtained from
ubaru/Suprime-Cam observations by Umetsu et al. ( 2022 ). We
riefly describe this catalogue in this section. Both the BUFFALO
nd Subaru catalogues were aligned to the GAIA EDR3hj astrometry.

.2.1 The ACS catalogue 

e use the publicly available code PYRRG 

2 (Harv e y et al. 2019 , 2021 )
n the ACS/F814W images to measure the shape of the background
alaxies; these shapes carry the weak gravitational lensing distortion
nformation. PYRRG is primarily based on a shape measurement
lgorithm first introduced by Rhodes, Refregier & Groth ( 2000 ),
RG, where the shape of a galaxy is characterized using the second
nd fourth-order normalized image multipole moments. Since RRG
orrects for the Point Spread Function (PSF) on the raw image
oments rather than the ellipticity, it a v oids some uncertainties

ssociated with other moments-based methods (for more detail see
hodes et al. 2000 ). 
The PYRRG package initially extracts sources using a ‘hot/cold’
ethod, whereby it separately uses SOURCE EXTRACTOR (Bertin &
rnouts 1996 ) with different size kernels to detect small and large
bjects in the observations, and then combines the catalogues. From
he measured raw moments we select galaxies using a combination
f the μmax and magnitude diagram, whereby we identify stars that
ill be used to measure the PSF, o v er-e xposed stars that will require
asking, galaxies that will be included in the final catalogue, and

bjects that are too noisy to gain a reliable shape estimate. From
his catalogue, we first estimate the PSF for each individual exposure
hat comprises the final science image. We do this by comparing
he moments of the stars within an image with a model of T inyT im
Krist, Hook & Stoehr 2011 ) at different HST focus positions. We
nd a best-fitting PSF model and then iterate o v er all the exposures,
tacking each PSF model until we have a final PSF for the science
mage. Using the final PSF model, we correct for the PSF, remo v e
ny double detections and sources within the light of massive cluster
embers or close to saturated stars, mask extra artefacts and produce
 final estimate of the ellipticity. This method has been already tested
nd applied to previous cluster studies (e.g Harv e y et al. 2015 ; Jauzac
t al. 2015 , 2016 , 2018 ; Tam et al. 2020 ) and on g alaxy–g alaxy
ensing (Harv e y & Courbin 2015 ). 

We apply additional cuts to clean the catalogue, by removing
ources with potentially ill-measured shapes: 

(i) sources located close to the edges of the different exposures by
pplying a cut on the number of exposures for each detected source;

(ii) objects with a size smaller than 0.11 arcsec, as they are smaller
han the size of the PSF; 

(iii) very faint sources, with a F814W magnitude cut at 28.5 in the
FF footprint and 27.0 elsewhere; 
 ht tps://pypi.org/project /pyRRG/

https://pypi.org/project/pyRRG/
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Figure 3. Top: Colour–colour diagram ( m F814W 

–m F160W 

) versus ( m F606W 

–
m F160W 

) for objects within the BUFFALO ACS and WFC3 o v erlap field 
of view for Abell 370. The grey dots represent all galaxies with both ACS 
and WFC3 imaging. Unlensed galaxies diluting the shear signal are marked 
by different colours: galaxies identified as foreground galaxies with either 
photometric or spectroscopic redshifts z < 0.335 (blue); galaxies classified 
as cluster members due to their spectroscopic or photometric redshifts 0.335 < 

z < 0.415 (red). The solid black lines delineate the colour–colour-cut defined 
for this work to mitigate shear dilution by unlensed galaxies. Theoretical 
templates from Bruzual & Charlot ( 2003 ) for Ellipticals, SB and Sc galaxies 
at redshifts z < 0.4 are shown in cyan, green, and yellow, respectively. Bottom: 
Colour–magnitude diagram m F814W 

versus ( m F606W 

− m F814W 

) for galaxies 
within the ACS field without WFC3 imaging. The same colour code as abo v e 
is applied. The bright source cut is shown as a dashed horizontal line. 
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(iv) very bright sources, with a cut at 23.5 in all fields; 
(v) we keep only objects with a well measured ellipticity, i.e. 0 
 e < 1, and with well measured errors on the shape measurement

which translates as errors > 0). 

.2.2 Background galaxy selection 

he PYRRG output catalogue remains contaminated by foreground 
nd cluster galaxies. Such contaminants will dilute the shear signal, 
t is thus necessary to identify them and remo v e from our lensing
nalysis. To calibrate the different selection cuts, we first use the 
hotometric and spectroscopic catalogues presented in Section 2 . 
e define the cluster membership criterion as: 

 cluster − d z < z < z cluster + d z, 

here d z = 0.025 and 0.04 when considering spectroscopic and 
hotometric redshifts, respectively (spectroscopic cluster members 
re defined as having z ∈ 0.375 ± 0.025, see Lagattuta et al. 2022 ,
ig. 3). Only ∼ 10 per cent of the sources in our catalogue have a
hotometric and/or spectroscopic redshift. Among those 10 per cent, 

10 per cent are identified as foreground and ∼ 6 per cent as 
luster members. To isolate background galaxies for the remaining 
0 per cent of our catalogue that do not have a measured redshift
alue, we need to apply different colour and magnitude selections, 
epending on how many HST filters they were observed with. 
For the BUFFALO field of view observed with both ACS and 
FC3, we apply a colour–colour selection following the method 

uccessfully applied by different weak-lensing teams (e.g. Jauzac 
t al. 2012 ; Medezinski et al. 2013 ). Using the redshift information
vailable, we identify the region populated by unlensed galaxies 
n the m F814W 

–m F606W 

–m F160W 

colour–colour space and define its 
oundaries by: 

 m F606W 

− m F160W 

) < 1 . 3 × ( m F814W 

− m F160W 

) + 0 . 8 ; 

 m F606W 

− m F160W 

) > 2 . 3 × ( m F814W 

− m F160W 

) − 0 . 6 ; 

 m F606W 

− m F160W 

) > 0 . 2 . 

We thus remo v e all objects within this region of the colour–colour
iagram from our catalogue. The top panel of Fig. 3 shows the
 F814W 

–m F606W 

–m F160W 

colour–colour diagram for Abell 370, where 
he solid black lines show the colour boundaries defined here. We 
alidate this colour–colour selection by using colour predictions from 

pectral templates at the redshift of Abell 370 and in the foreground.
e combine empirical templates from Coleman, Wu & Weedman 

 1980 ) and Kinney et al. ( 1996 ) with theoretical ones from Bruzual &
harlot ( 2003 ). Fig. 3 shows the colour–colour tracks for several

ypes of galaxies in the Hubble sequence at z < 0.4, which agree
ell with our selection region highlighted by the black lines. 
As the BUFFALO field of view is not imaged homogeneously 

y ACS and WFC3, not all galaxies in our catalogue have two
olours. We thus cannot apply the abo v e colour–colour selection 
o the entire catalogue. For the 1936 sources that only have F 814 W
nd F 606 W magnitudes, we apply a colour–magnitude selection, to 
emo v e cluster members. This selection is described in more details
n Section 3.3 as it is used to identify cluster galaxies included in our

ass model, and we show the resulting selection in the bottom panel
f Fig. 3 . We note that the bright magnitude cut ( m F814W 

> 23.5)
lso remo v es a large fraction of cluster member and fore ground
alaxies that appear below the red-sequence in Fig. 3 . We try more
onserv ati ve cuts, by removing a larger region around the red-
equence and pushing the bright magnitude cut to higher magnitudes 
ut it did not impact our results. 
After removing galaxies located in the strong-lensing region of 
he cluster, the resulting sample of background galaxies contains 
581 objects, which gives a density of 42 sources arcmin −2 in the
FF footprint, and 20 sources arcmin −2 in the rest of the BUFFALO
elds. 

.2.3 The Subaru/Suprime-Cam catalogue 

e summarize briefly the construction of the Subaru weak lensing 
atalogue, but refer the reader to Umetsu et al. ( 2022 ) for a detailed
escription. They measured the shape of the background weakly 
ensed sources on the ∼ 40 × 40 arcmin 2 Subaru/Suprime-Cam R C - 
and images using their shape measurement pipeline based in 
art on the IMCAT package (KSB; Kaiser, Squires & Broadhurst 
995 ), incorporating ke y impro v ements dev eloped by Umetsu et al.
 2010 , 2014 ). To separate background from foreground/cluster galax- 
MNRAS 524, 2883–2910 (2023) 
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es, they applied a well-tested colour–colour selection using the
ubaru/Suprime-Cam BR C z 

′ 
photometry. They selected two distinct

opulations of blue and red background galaxies identified in the
 − R C vs R C − z 

′ 
plane. The composite sample of blue + red

ackground galaxies has a mean surface number density of n gal ≈ 21
alaxies arcmin −2 . 

It is not within the scope of this paper to study the total matter
istribution within the whole Subaru field. We only use this catalogue
o mitigate possible edge effects that would come from abruptly
utting the model at the BUFFALO field-of-view. An analysis of the
atter distribution within this larger field will soon be presented in
am et al. (in preparation). 

.3 Cluster-member galaxy catalogue 

he parametric component of the model, described in 4.2 , contains
aloes that account for the matter contained in cluster member
alaxies and their associated dark matter. We constructed a catalogue
f cluster galaxies from the HST mosaic as follows. 

(i) We ran SOURCE EXTRACTOR on the full ACS/F814W and
CS/F606W bands mosaics in dual-image mode. The F814W band
as used as the detection image, as it provides good sampling of the

tellar population of elliptical galaxies at this redshift; the photometry
as extracted from both images within the same aperture as measured

n the F814W band. 
(ii) Stars and non-astronomical artefacts were flagged and ex-

luded based on their locus in the μmax versus magnitude ( m auto )
iagram. 
(iii) We cross-matched the coordinates of the resulting object

atalogue with the MUSE spectroscopic catalogue from L19 . 
(iv) We constructed a colour–magnitude diagram ( m F606W 

−
 F814W 

versus m F814W 

) of the spectroscopic galaxies that are at the
luster redshift, i.e. 0.35 < z < 0.4. We then fit the red sequence with
 linear fit, using an iterative 3-sigma clipping process. This iterative
rocess eliminates the blue cluster-member galaxies, and defines the
pectroscopically confirmed red sequence and measures its scatter.
e defined the red sequence as galaxies falling within a polygonal

egion in this colour–magnitude space, defined as 3-sigma abo v e and
elow the linear fit, with the BCG F814W magnitude determining
he bright limit, and the faint limit set to 25 mag. 

(v) We selected the red-sequence galaxies from the entire BUF-
ALO field of view where F814W and F606W o v erlap, that are
ithin the same red sequence box as defined from the spectroscopic

ample. This forms the ‘preliminary’ cluster member catalogue. 
(vi) We then cleaned the preliminary catalogue by removing

bjects with MUSE spectroscopic redshifts that places them in
he foreground or background. We checked the catalogue against
bjects identified as lensed arcs (ho we v er, no o v erlaps were found).
inally, a visual inspection was conducted by three of the authors

o manually reject any remaining artefacts (mainly star spikes, edge
ffects) and other objects that were obviously not cluster galaxies
e.g. o v erdeblended emission re gions in fore ground galaxies). 

The final catalogue, containing 870 sources, tabulates for each
luster member galaxy its position (RA, Dec.), semiminor and
emimajor axis, position angle, and F814W magnitude values. The
hotometry was measured with SOURCE EXTRACTOR as m auto . We add
o this red-sequence-based cluster member catalogue, an additional
8 galaxies that are not located on the red-sequence, i.e. blue galaxies,
ut were identified as cluster members based on their spectroscopic
edshifts. Ho we ver, due to our cluster member selection technique,
e do not include in our model blue galaxies outside of the cluster
NRAS 524, 2883–2910 (2023) 
ore. The fraction of blue to red galaxies is larger in the cluster
utskirts than in the core (Lagattuta et al. 2022 ), and the y hav e in
eneral a larger subhalo mass at given galaxy luminosity, as they
ave been less subject to tidal stripping (see Fig. 1 in Niemiec et al.
022 ). This could suggest a priori that we are missing a significant
ass component with these galaxies, but is not necessarily true in

ractice. Ev en if the y are more dark matter dominated compared to
ed galaxies, the blues are still on average less massive. In addition,
he flexibility of our model outside of the cluster core allows us to
ccount for any ‘missing’ mass component. 

.4 Lightmap 

n addition to the strong- and weak-lensing data described abo v e, we
ake use of a cluster lightmap to analyse and interpret our results.
s lensing measures the total (dark + baryonic) matter distribution

n the cluster, it is useful to estimate the distribution of the visible
ight in the cluster. We use for that the distribution of cluster member
alaxies, and compute the corresponding lightmap in the following
ay: first we combine the BUFFALO cluster member catalogue (see
ection 3.3 ), with the cluster member catalogue extracted from the
ubaru data (extending to a larger radius, see Umetsu et al. 2022 ), and

he cluster members identified in the MUSE spectroscopic catalogue
rom Lagattuta et al. ( 2022 ) (containing non-red-sequence galaxies).
sing the SOURCE EXTRACTOR segmentation map, we then extract the

ight corresponding to these galaxies from the Subaru- z 
′ 
image, and

mooth it with a Gaussian kernel with a width value of 35 arcsec. We
ried dif ferent v alues for the size of the kernel, and found 35 arcsec to
e a good trade-off, limiting the noise in the lightmap but still keeping
ome details in the light distribution. We note that this lightmap only
ccounts for the contribution of the cluster member galaxies, and we
herefore consider in our analysis that these are a tracer of the total

ass distribution in the cluster. It neglects the contribution of the
iffuse intracluster light, which represents between 1 and 10 per cent
f the total cluster light for Abell 370 (Montes & Trujillo 2018 ). 

 STRO NG  A N D  WEAK-LENSI NG  MASS  

ODELLI NG  

n this section, we summarize the modelling methods used to study
his cluster, which utilize the publicly available code LENSTOOL

Kneib et al. 1996 ; Jullo et al. 2007 ; Jullo & Kneib 2009 ). LENSTOOL

ombines a ‘parametric’ model that reco v ers the mass in the cluster
ore as being composed of a number of mass components whose
ositions and shapes are physically moti v ated, and a flexible grid
odel for the outskirts. The model is optimized with both strong and
eak lensing constraints. After presenting the general method, we
escribe the different components in the mass model for Abell 370. 
Two optimization methods are tested here: (i) the Sequential Fit,

here the cluster core is first modelled with the strong-lensing
onstraints, and then the outskirts are included in a second step
ith weak-lensing constraints; and (ii) the Joint Fit where both

omponents are optimized jointly with strong- and weak-lensing
onstraints. We discuss the strengths and caveats of both methods at
he end of the next subsection. In addition to these baseline models,
esults from which are presented in Sections 5 and 6 , respectively, we
lso try two alternative approaches to test our modelling choices: (i)
 fully parametric model optimized with strong- and weak-lensing
onstraints, where substructures in the cluster outskirts are explicitly
ncluded as additional parametric potentials; and (ii) a fully non-
arametric model optimized with weak-lensing constraints only.
he results of these models are presented in Sections 8.2 and 9.2 ,
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espectively, and the method implemented in these models is easily 
xtrapolated from the baseline method presented in this section. 

.1 LENSTOOL strong- and weak-lensing modelling 

n the core of galaxy clusters, the position of matter clumps can be
 priori estimated from the light distribution and the geometry of
he strong lensing systems, which fa v ours the use of a parametric
pproach to describe the total mass distribution in this region. This
ype of model consists typically of a small number of large scale
otentials that reproduce the o v erall cluster mass distribution, and 
mall scale potentials that account for the presence of observed 
luster member galaxies. We call � the vector containing the free 
arameters describing these potentials, which are detailed in Section 
.2 . The total convergence field created by the parametric component 
f the model can then be written as: 

param 

( θ ) = 

∑ 

i 

κcluster ( θ, � i ) + 

∑ 

j 

κgalaxy ( θ, � j ) , (1) 

here κcluster is the convergence field corresponding to one large scale 
otential, and κgalaxy to one cluster member galaxy. Throughout this 
aper, we call parametric model such type of models, composed of
 small number of physically moti v ated components. 

In the clusters’ outskirts a more flexible model is needed, as the
ositions of mass clumps are not known a priori and the o v erall
ass distribution can have a more irregular shape. As described in 

ullo & Kneib ( 2009 ); Jullo et al. ( 2014 ), we approximate the true
onvergence field κ with a sum of Radial Basis Functions (RBFs) 
ocated on the nodes of an hexagonal multiscale grid, 

grid ( θ ) = 

1 

� crit 

∑ 

i 

v 2 i f ( || θi − θ || , s i , t i ) , (2) 

here f ( || θ i − θ || , s i , t i ), the RBF located at position θ i , with core
nd cut radii s and t , is defined as: 

 ( R, s, t ) = 

1 

2 G 

t 

t − s 

(
1 √ 

s 2 + R 

2 
− 1 √ 

t 2 + R 

2 

)
, (3) 

nd v 2 i represents its weight. We denote w the vector containing the 
eights of all RBFs, which are the free parameters of the grid model.
he values of the core and cut radii s and t are fixed for all the RBFs
hen the structure of the grid is set-up. The structure of the grid
sed in this analysis is described in Section 4.3 . We will refer to
his type of modelling as grid , free-form , or non-parametric models .
he total mass distribution is then modelled as the superposition 
f the parametric and grid components, κ( θ | �, w ) = κparam 

( θ | � ) +
grid ( θ | w ). 

Depending on the matter density in a given region of the cluster,
his total mass distribution will deflect the light coming from 

ackground galaxies with varying strength. In the cluster core, 
ensing is strong, and multiple images of the same source can appear:
he positions, θ I , of the multiple images are thus used to constrain
he mass distribution, as the position of an image can be expressed
s 

I = θS + α( θI , � ) + 

∑ 

i 

v 2 i A( || θi − θI || , s i , t i ) , (4) 

here θS is the position of the corresponding source, α( θ I , 
 ) is the
eflection angle produced by the core parametric mass distribution 
t the observed image position, and v 2 i A( || θi − θI || , s i , t i ) is the
eflection angle produced at the image location by the RBF located 
t position θ i (see for instance El ́ıasd ́ottir et al. 2007 , for an analytical
xpression). At each step of the optimization process, for each 
ystem the observed positions of the multiple images are projected 
ack into the source plane. As the model is imperfect, multiple
mages of the same system are not mapped back to the exact
ame source position. The barycentre of the different calculated 
ource positions is therefore computed for each system, and the 
osition of this barycentre is lensed back into the image plane. This
rocess, the ‘image-plane optimization’ has the goal of minimizing 
he RMS distance between the calculated image positions and the 
bserved ones. An existing alternative is the so-called ‘source-plane 
ptimization’ – in this case, the observed image positions are also 
rojected back into the source plane and a barycentre is calculated, 
ut the goal of the optimization is to reduce the distance between the
ndividual source positions and that of the barycentre. Both methods 
as strengths and caveats, the latter are described in Jullo et al. ( 2007 ,
010 ). 
In the cluster outskirts, lensing is weak, and the observed images

f background sources are only weakly distorted. The observed 
llipticity of a source located at θ I can then be expressed as 

 obs = e int + 2 γ ′ ( � ) + 2 
∑ 

i 

v 2 i �( || θi − θI || , s i , t i ) , (5) 

here e int is the intrinsic ellipticity of the source, γ ′ ( � ), the shear
roduced by the parametric potentials, and v 2 i �( || θi − θI || , s i , t i )
he shear produced by the RBF located at θ i . In this regime, the
ptimizations aim to find a mass distribution that would lens the
ackground source population with a given shape noise into the 
bserved image ellipticities. 
The modelled mass distribution in the cluster is therefore con- 

trained using these two sets of constraints: the position of the
ultiply imaged sources in the strong-lensing regions of the cluster, 

nd the shape of the weakly lensed sources in the remaining regions.
he likelihood function describing the model can then be written as 

 ( � , w | θI , e obs ) = L SL ( � , w | θI ) × L WL ( � , w | e obs ) , (6) 

here the full expression for L SL and L WL are given in Niemiec et al.
 2020 ). 

Ideally, the goal is to optimize the two components of the
odel jointly, using both strong- and weak-lensing constraints, as 

escribed abo v e. This is the purpose of the recently developed hybrid -
ENSTOOL method presented in Niemiec et al. ( 2020 ), and what we
efer to as J oint-Fit . Ho we ver, the hybrid - LENSTOOL method still
resents some computational limitations, the main one being that 
t is only able to perform the computation of the strong-lensing
ikelihood in the source plane, as opposed to the image plane. For
omplex clusters such as this one, the source plane optimization 
ight not be sufficient to accurately reco v er the best fit for the mass

econstruction. We plan to test both methods on simulated clusters 
n future work. In the meantime, we show an attempt at a Joint-
it reconstruction in Section 6 , but base our analysis on a more

raditional Sequential-Fit , where the parametric model in the core 
s first optimized with the strong-lensing constraints in the image 
lane, considering only L SL ( � | θI ) (Section 5.1 ), and then fix this
omponent to the best-fitting value, while the grid is optimized using
he weak lensing constraints, L WL ( w | e obs , � best ) (Section 5.2 ). 

.2 Parametric model in the core 

n order to model the core of Abell 370, we here use a similar mass
ecomposition to the copper model in L19 : 

(i) Four cluster-scale haloes to describe the o v erall mass distribu-
ion: one located around the position of the two BCGs (DM1 and
MNRAS 524, 2883–2910 (2023) 
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M3), one ‘bridge’ halo that connects the two BCGs (DM2), and
attens the central mass profile, and a ‘crown’ halo located in the
orth-east of the cluster (DM4); 
(ii) the two BCGs of the cluster (BCG1 and BCG2), that are
odelled separately from the rest of the cluster members, given that

hey are not expected to follow the same mass-to-light relation (e.g.
ichard et al. 2011 ); 
(iii) Three additional cluster member galaxies modelled outside

he scaling relations (G1, G2, G3, and G4), that are located close to
ystems of multiple images, and therefore have a local impact on the
eometry of the constraints; 
(iv) and a set of 449 cluster galaxies, identified within the entire

UFFALO footprint as described in Section 3.3 , and are modelled
ointly following the scaling relations. Following L19 , we include
n the lensing mass model only cluster member galaxies with a
agnitude m F814W 

> 22.6. 

Each cluster-scale halo is modelled with a dual Pseudo Isothermal
lliptical mass distribution (dPIE, see El ́ıasd ́ottir et al. 2007 ),
arametrized by its position, ellipticity, position angle, core ra-
ius, and velocity dispersion values (the cut radius being fixed to
000 kpc). The BCGs and independent galaxies follow the same
lliptical mass profiles but for them we fix the position, ellipticity,
nd position angle to their observed light distribution, and only
ptimize the cut radius and velocity. The remaining cluster galaxies
re modelled as follow: each is accounted for in the model by a dPIE
atter component, but we reduce the number of free parameters by
xing their positions, ellipticities, and angle positions to the SOURCE

XTRACTOR measured values. In addition, we do not fit the remaining
arameters for each galaxy individually, but only for a typical L 

� 

alaxy ( m 

� 
0 = 19 . 5 in ACS/F814W). The parameters of each galaxy

re assumed to scale as: ⎧ ⎪ ⎨ 

⎪ ⎩ 

σ0 = σ � 
0 

(
L 
L � 

)1 / 4 
, 

r core = r � core 

(
L 
L � 

)1 / 2 
, 

r cut = r � cut 

(
L 
L � 

)1 / 2 
. 

(7) 

e discuss the potential impact of tidal stripping on the satellite
alaxies and their subhaloes in Appendix B . We refer the reader to
17 and L19 for more details on the construction of the parametric
omponent of the mass model of this cluster and Kneib & Natarajan
 2011 ) for a more general discussion of substructure mass modelling.

To best reproduce the geometrical configuration, i.e. to obtain the
owest RMS separation between the model predicted and observed

ultiple image positions, L19 had to introduce an external shear
omponent to their model. Such uniform shear fields, sometimes
ntroduced in cluster strong lens modelling to impro v e the goodness
f fit, produces a shear in the constraint position distribution. Usually,
 shear field is held to account for tidal perturbations, generated by
tructures that are external to the modelled lens, either along the
ine-of-sight, or outside of the modelled field-of-vie w. Alternati vely,
t can also compensate the lack of flexibility of a parametric mass
istribution, such as being restricted to elliptical potentials. This
xternal shear component can therefore be considered as problematic
or a comprehensive analysis of the total mass distribution, since
t is not physically related to a mass component. L19 explored
lternative models, by including some plausible background and
oreground structures, but could not account for the shear component
n this manner. For Abell 2744, another massive merging cluster
n the HFF/BUFFALO sample, it has been shown that massive
ubstructures detected with weak lensing (Jauzac et al. 2016 ), and
ocated in the cluster outskirts, could impact the modelling of
he cluster core, and explain a similar ‘external shear’ component
NRAS 524, 2883–2910 (2023) 
Mahler et al. 2018 ). With this work, we aim at exploring whether
hat external shear component can be similarly removed, by using
eak-lensing constraints in order to precisely model the outskirts of
bell 370. If massive substructures are present in the surrounding

luster environment, then they ought to create enough signal to
e detectable with weak lensing, and we thus should be able to
eproduce the L19 results while constructing an ‘external shear-free’
odel. 

.3 Free-form model in the outskirts 

utside of the strong lensing region of Abell 370, we use a non-
arametric grid to decompose the total matter distribution, ‘on top’
f the parametric model described in Section 4.2 . Indeed, it is
mportant to note that the large scale mass components from the
arametric model described abo v e are not truncated at the limit of
he strong-lensing region, but extend to the outskirts, which cause the
arametric and grid models to spatially o v erlap. In this o v erlapping
egion, the total mass distribution is therefore a superposition of
he mass contained in the parametric and grid models. The grid is
omposed of RBF potentials (see Section 4.1 ) with fixed positions
nd sizes, parametrized by their core radius, s , and truncature radius,
 . For all RBFs, the truncation radius is fixed at t = 3 × s . We
se a multiscale grid, whose resolution follows the density of the
ackground weakly lensed sources. In the BUFFALO field of view,
here deep HST observations yield the highest source density, the
rid is more resolved, while in the Subaru field we keep a low
esolution to reduce the number of free parameters and the noise in
he mass reconstruction. We also remo v e RBFs o v erlapping with the
arametric component of the model in the cluster core. 
We test different grid resolutions, and obtain the optimum results

ith a grid composed of 1554 RBFs, with core radii s ranging
etween 14 and 228 arcsec. The grid is created from a smoothed
ight distribution map tracing the background source distribution,
sing our publicly available set of scripts. 3 The structure of the
esulting grid is shown in Fig. 4 . 

.4 MCMC sampling 

he ( � , w ) parameter space is explored with 10 parallel Markov
hains, progressiv ely conv erging from the prior to posterior PDFs

ollowing a variant of the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm (Metropo-
is et al. 1953 ; Hastings 1970 ) called selective annealing, using
he publicly available sampler BAYESYS (Skilling 1998 ), which is
mplemented in the LENSTOOL algorithm. As described in Jauzac
t al. ( 2012 ), the amplitude of the RBFs is explored through Gibbs
ampling by the MASSINF extension of the BAYESYS algorithm. 

BAYESYS samples the parameter space with 10 parallel chains,
ollowing two phases. First, a ‘burn-in’ phase where the algorithm
earches and converges towards the best-fitting region of the parame-
er space, and then a ‘sampling’ phase where it explores this region for
 given number of MCMC steps. Following many previous analyses,
ere we fix this number to 100 steps, resulting in 1000 MCMC
amples. 

The parametric and grid models are based on different approaches
owards the MCMC sampling: in parametric modelling, the goal is
o find two set of parameters that best reproduce the observations.
n this case, the ‘output’ model is therefore the best-fitting one,
eaning the set of parameters, among the 10 chains × 100 steps

https://github.com/AnnaNiemiec/grid_lenstool
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Figure 4. Structure of the grid used for the free-form mass reconstruction. 
Each circle represents a RBF potential whose amplitude is optimized during 
the modelling process, and its size shows the core radius, s . The very dense 
region corresponds to the BUFFALO field of view, where s = 14 arcsec, 
while in the Subaru field the resolution goes up to s = 228 arcsec. Potentials 
co v ering the cluster core region, modelled with the parametric part of the 
model, are being remo v ed, which creates the white hole in the middle of the 
grid. The BUFFALO footprint is o v erplotted in blue, and the Subaru footprint 
extends to ±1200 arcsec from the grid centre, covering the entire grid. 
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Figure 5. Distributions and shapes of the mass components of the baseline 
parametric model in the cluster core, shown as red ellipses, with a nomencla- 
ture following L19 and reminded in Section 4.2 . As a comparison, we show 

their copper model with dashed orange ellipses. We also show as yellow 

ellipses the core model run with fixed substructures in the outskirts (Section 
8.1 ), and in brown with substructures optimized as parametric potentials 
(Section 8.2 ). The size of the ellipses is a function of their velocity dispersion 
and cut radius, and therefore illustrates the relative mass of each halo. 
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ealizations, that have the maximum likelihood. In contrast, the 
rid modelling approach is more statistical by nature, and instead 
f considering one realization as the output model, we need to 
verage the mass distribution with all the realizations of the sampled 
arameters. Throughout the paper, we will specify for the different 
onsidered models what we consider as the ‘output’ model, whether 
he maximum-likelihood or the average over the 1000 samples. This 
ombination of different modelling approaches may be one of the 
urrent limitation of our modelling, and is one of the aspects that
e plan to study in details in a follow-up analysis performed on

imulated clusters. In particular, in the case of the hybrid - LENSTOOL

rid + parametric combined model, we examine both the best-fit 
nd the mean model, and find that even if the y qualitativ ely agree,
here are some differences in the value of the reco v ered parameters,
nd these differences need to be further examined in a future 
tudy. 

 RESULTS  I :  T H E  TOTA L  MASS  IN  

370 -SEQU ENTIAL-FIT  M O D E L  

.1 Modelling the core with strong lensing 

he first step in our analysis is to create a ‘baseline’ strong lensing
odel in the core of the cluster. We therefore optimize the parametric
odel described in Section 4.2 , using the BUFFALO gold strong

ensing constraints, described in Section 3.1 . We start with broad 
nd flat priors, and converge towards a best-fitting model using the 
ENSTOOL algorithm. We remind the reader that our baseline model 
s quite similar to the model presented in L19 in terms of the priors
n the mass distribution decomposition. The main difference comes 
rom the cluster member catalogue, as it was compiled within the 
UFFALO collaboration independently from the previously existing 
ata set. Ho we ver, the cluster member selection dif ferences in the
luster core are marginal, the main difference being the extension 
f the galaxy catalogue towards larger cluster-centric distances, 
ermitting better weak-lensing modelling. We note that our baseline 
odel also contains the external shear component that was introduced 

n L19 to impro v e the goodness of fit of the model. 
To quantify the goodness of fit of a strong-lensing model, the

MS distance between the observed multiple image positions and 
he positions predicted by the model is often used as a metric.
he resulting RMS value for the best-fitting model is 0 . ′′ 90, and

he amplitude of the external shear component is � = 0 . 107 + 0 . 002 
−0 . 002 ,

ith an angle θ� = −18 . 6 ◦ + 0 . 2 
−0 . 3 (as compared to � = 0 . 096 + 0 . 004 

−0 . 003 and
= −18 . 3 ◦ + 1 . 1 

−1 . 2 , with RMS = 0 . ′′ 78 in the copper model from L19 ).
his will be our baseline to e v aluate the quality of alternative models,
nd probe how substructures in the cluster outskirts can account for
part of) the external shear. We present in Table A1 a summary of the
xternal shear amplitude values and RMS for the different models 
onsidered throughout the paper. 

We show the distribution and shape of dark matter haloes (except
he ones corresponding to cluster member galaxies modelled within 
he scaling relations) as red ellipses in Fig. 5 : the four large scale
aloes (DM1, DM2, DM3, and DM4), the two BCGs (BCG1 and
CG2), and the four independently modelled cluster members (G1, 
2, G3, and G4). We show as a comparison the haloes comprising the
est-fitting copper model from L19 as orange dashed ellipses. The 
hapes and relative contributions of the different constituent haloes 
ary between the two models, but the shape and amplitude of the
 v erall reconstructed density profile is consistent with the models
resented in L19 . We also note that the core mass distribution, and
n particular the extra mass components DM3 and DM4 agree with
ecent non-parametric mass reconstruction presented in Ghosh et al. 
 2021 ). 
MNRAS 524, 2883–2910 (2023) 
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.2 Modelling the outskirts with weak lensing 

he second step in our analysis is to model the outer parts of
he cluster (i.e outside of the core) using a free form matter
ecomposition as described in Section 4.3 , constrained with weak-
ensing data as described in Section 3.2 . The matter distribution in the
luster core is fixed to the best-fitting model described in the previous
ection 5.1 . Ho we ver, we note that we do not include the external
hear component in the model when we optimize the grid. This may
dd some inconsistencies into our model but it does not make sense
hysically to include a uniform external shear component that spans
he entire cluster field. We examine some alternative models as well
n subsequent sections of the paper that may also permit modelling
he cluster more consistently at all scales. Our baseline Sequential-
it model therefore results in the combination of the parametric core
odel described in the previous section, and the free-form grid model

escribed here. We refer to it as model A . We note that we also run a
rid model including in the core the copper model from L19 instead
f ours, to test the impact of this component on the mass distribution
n the outskirts. We found no significant differences in the mass or
nferred spatial distributions of the substructures. 

We present the total mass levels corresponding to the paramet-
ic + grid model A as cyan contours in Fig. 6 , o v erlaid on the
UFFALO main field colour-composite mosaic. The position and

hape of the potentials composing the parametric best-fitting model is
lso shown for information as blue ellipses located in the cluster core.
o compare the weak-lensing mass distribution with the distribution
f cluster members, we also plot the contours corresponding to the
ight distribution (see Section 3.4 ) in yellow. We present in Fig. 7
he projected average surface mass density profile from this model,
hich is obtained by azimuthally averaging the lensing mass map,
ith the centre taken at RA cen = 39.9706857, Dec cen = 1.5766997.
he solid blue line shows the mean profile, and the blue shaded

egion the standard deviation over the 1000 MCMC samples. We
resent the density profiles corresponding to the different model
omponents separately: the smooth core component, composed of
he large scale parametric haloes ( dashed line ), the grid-detected
ubstructures ( dotted line ), and the mass corresponding to cluster
alaxies and their subhaloes ( dashed-dotted line ). We highlight the
trong-lensing region as a shaded grey area, which corresponds to
he radial region containing all the strong-lensing constraints. We
ndicate the limit of the BUFFALO main field, the focus of this
nalysis, with a dashed vertical line. 

From the weak lensing mass map, we identify in the BUFFALO
ain field seven candidate substructures S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6, and
7, all with a signal-to-noise (SN) higher than 3, where the SN is
eri ved as follo ws: SN maps are computed as the ratio between
he mean and standard deviation maps from the 1000 MCMC
ealizations. We then compute the mean SN value within 175 kpc
rom the centre of each substructure, to asses their significance
 v er the 1000 realizations of the MCMC sampling. We do not
pply a specific o v erdensity finder algorithm, but identify them
sing isodensity contours on the lensing maps. This may cause our
ubstructure identification to be somewhat arbitrary, and we plan to
est in future works some dedicated algorithms to make this process
ore systematic. 
Among the seven candidates, we can qualitatively distinguish two

lasses of substructures: most of them are ‘compact’, meaning that
hey correspond to only one RBF ( + ev entual o v erlapping galaxy-
cale PIEMDs). This is the case for S1, S2, S3, S4, and S5, and
ecause of this property it is fairly easy to define the position of
heir centre. On the contrary, S6 and S7 are more extended, meaning
NRAS 524, 2883–2910 (2023) 

c

hat they are composed of a combination of multiple RBFs. The
ositions of the centres of the possible substructures are shown as
reen crosses in Fig. 6 , for S1 to S5, and green squares for S6 and
7, to highlight the possibly higher uncertainty in their position: the
ass le vels sho w that S6 is extending towards the East from the
arked centre, with a possible secondary peak; the extended nature

f S7 is not strongly visible on the mass levels, but it corresponds
o a more diffuse mass o v erdensity e xtending towards the south-
est of the identified centre of S7. We give distances of all the

ubstructures, relative to the cluster centre located between the two
CGs (RA cen = 39.9706857, Dec cen = −1.5766997), in Table 1 :

hey are located relatively far from the cluster core, between ∼650
nd 1050 kpc, which corresponds to ∼0.2 −0.4 × R 200 . We note that
hese distances are only measured in projection in the sky plane,
nd the true 3D cluster-centric distances are probably larger. We
easure the mass located within 175 kpc from the identified centres

f the candidate substructures, and present them in Table 1 . The
otal mass values are measured on the mass map, corresponding
o the mean o v er the 1000 MCMC realizations, and the associated
rrors correspond to the standard deviation among them. We note
hat the quoted error only corresponds to the statistical error, and
oes not account for any systematic errors. If some substructures are
nly artefacts, for instance arising from noise in the weak-lensing
atalogues, this would not be reflected in this error estimate. 

The masses of the substructures are each ∼6 × 10 13 M � as
easured from the grid + parametric mass map, which is in good

greement with for instance the mass distribution of substructures as
easured in MACSJ0717 in Jauzac et al. ( 2018 ). Ho we ver, it may be
ore significant to consider the o v erdensities these substructures

epresent, meaning the ‘extra’ mass, as compared to the model
ontaining only the smooth large scale components (i.e. the nine
otentials from the parametric model). To quantify this, we measure
he mass enclosed within 175 kpc around the same positions, but on
he mass maps corresponding to the core parametric model only.

e then give the substructure o v erdensities with respect to the
arametric-only model as � M in Table 1 . The candidate substructures
epresent o v erdensities with masses between ∼3 and 5 × 10 13 M �. 4 

To verify whether the presence of these overdensities is simply a
esult of noise in the weak lensing catalogue, we perform a bootstrap
nalysis. First, we generate a hundred realizations of the weak lensing
atalogue, each containing 80 per cent of the original catalogue,
andomly selected for each realization. We then perform a mass
econstruction for each of these catalogues, and compute the mean
ass map o v er the 1000 MCMC samples for each reconstruction,

hus obtaining a hundred mass maps. We then compute the mean mass
ap o v er the hundred realizations, as well as the standard deviation
ap. We find that all of the sev en o v erdensities (S1 to S7) are detected

n the mean mass map obtained from the bootstrap, and all have a
ignal-to-noise ratio higher than 3, where the SN is computed as the
atio between the mean and standard deviation maps. This gives us
onfidence that these o v erdensities are not a result of the presence
f noise in the weak-lensing catalogue. We note that this signal-to-
oise is a different one from the one mentioned at the beginning of
he section: the SN computed from the 1000 MCMC realizations
ccounts for the statistical noise at a given weak-lensing catalogue
nd model configuration, while this bootstrap checks the impact
ontained in random 175 kpc apertures to be ∼10 8 M �. 



A BUFFALO view of Abell 370 2895 

Figure 6. BUFFALO colour-composite mosaic of the main field in the F160W, F814W, and F606W filters. The yellow contours correspond to the lightmap 
derived from the BUFFALO + Subaru + Muse cluster member catalogue (see Section 3.4 ); bold white contours show the lensing total mass levels; and the 
dashed cyan contours correspond to the XMM–Newton X-ray surface brightness. The levels of the different contours where chosen arbitrarily to best illustrate 
the distribution of the different components. We show the position of the identified compact and extended substructures as green crosses (X) and squares, 
respectiv ely. F or reference, we show the shape and position of the mass clumps composing the parametric model as blue ellipses in the cluster core. The orange 
circles, named SA, SB, SC, SD, and SE, show the position of the parametric substructures optimized with both strong and weak-lensing constraints as described 
in Section 8.2 . The orange error bars within these circles represent the positional uncertainty for these substructures. The magenta cross indicates the reference 
centre RA cen = 39.9706857, Dec cen = 1.5766997. We note that the shape of the galaxy-scale potentials follow their light distribution, and is therefore elliptical 
for many galaxies, although they may appear more circular than they are due to the resolution of the figure. 
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n substructure detection of possible correlated contaminants in the 
eak-lensing catalogue. We will further verify the physical reality of 

hese substructures by comparing the mass map with the distribution 
f cluster member galaxies and X-ray gas in the following sections, 
nd then check the impact of our modelling choices on the presence
nd location of these substructures. We present the summary of these
ifferent tests in Section 9.3 , and discuss there the physical credibility
f each candidate substructure. To summarize, we find that out of
MNRAS 524, 2883–2910 (2023) 
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Figure 7. Average surface mass density profile of the strong + weak 
lensing mass reconstruction for Abell 370, with the centre taken at RA cen = 

39.9706857, Dec cen = 1.5766997. The baseline model (Sections 5.1 and 
5.2 ) is shown as the blue solid line. The blue shaded band represents the 1 σ
statistical uncertainty on the total mass profile, computed as the 1 σ dispersion 
o v er the 1000 MCMC realizations. The different components of this model, 
i.e. core, substructures, and cluster members are shown in grey, with dashed, 
dotted, and dash-dotted lines, respectively. We note that the core + galaxies 
density profile correspond to the parametric model described in Section 5.1 , 
and the substructures to the grid described in Section 5.2 . 
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he seven candidates, S1 and S4 are possibly modelling artefacts,
nd when considering only the most probable candidates, the cluster
hows a mass distribution extended towards the North/north-west
nd the south-east. 

 RESULTS  I I :  T H E  TOTA L  MASS  IN  

3 7 0 - J O I N T- F I T  M O D E L  

s mentioned in Section 4.1 , the end goal is to model clusters
elf-consistently at all scales, using both strong- and weak-lensing
NRAS 524, 2883–2910 (2023) 

Table 1. List of substructure candidates. The total mass va
substructure centres, and correspond to the mean value o v er th
de viations. We gi ve the total mass values, M , as measured fr
o v erdensities, � M , as compared to the parametric model onl
estimated from the F814W magnitudes as described in Sec
measured within 175 kpc. The distances are given relative 
(RA cen = 39.9706857, Dec cen = −1.5766997). 

ID M( < 175 kpc ) � M M � ( < 175 k
(10 12 M �) (10 12 M �) (10 12 M �

S1 61 ± 10 49 ± 11 0.08 ± 0
S2 62 ± 9 42 ± 10 0.01 ± 0
S3 60 ± 10 46 ± 11 0.17 ± 0
S4 56 ± 9 34 ± 10 0.10 ± 0
S5 57 ± 11 35 ± 12 0.47 ± 0
S6 71 ± 9 36 ± 10 0.28 ± 0
S7 44 ± 10 26 ± 11 0.85 ± 0
onstraints, following the hybrid - LENSTOOL method presented in
iemiec et al. ( 2020 ). Ho we ver, as introduced in Section 4.1 , this
ethod is still under development, and for now only allows us

o optimize strong-lensing constraints in the source plane, which
an lead to less precise reconstructions compared to image-plane
ptimizations. Due to this, hybrid - LENSTOOL may not give yet, in its
urrent avatar, the most precise reconstruction of the cluster core,
ut it is still an interesting method to verify if the inclusion of the
ubstructures in the cluster outskirts can replace the external shear
omponent as of now necessary in the Abell 370 mass model. We
herefore perform a Joint-Fit reconstruction of the cluster in the
ource plane, using hybrid - LENSTOOL , and refer to this as model D 1 
we remind the reader that a summary of all the models presented in
he paper is given in Table A1 ). 

The set-up of the model is the same as model A in Section 5 ,
ith a parametric model in the core and a grid in the outskirts,
ut this time both components are optimized jointly using strong-
nd weak-lensing constraints. We note that we retain the external
hear component in the parametric model, b ut lea ve broad priors
n its amplitude. If the presence of substructures could replace this
artificial’ component, the amplitude of the external shear should go
o zero during the optimization. The MCMC sampling phase is set
gain to 100 steps, with 10 parallel chains, and we generate 1000 mass
aps. The output mass model is taken to be the mean o v er the 1000
aps, and we estimate the statistical errors on the reconstruction

y computing the standard deviation map. We show the contours
orresponding to the mean mass map in green in Fig. 8 . The mass
istribution is o v erall consistent with model A , shown in blue, even if
t differs slightly in shape or in amplitude. In fact, the same candidate
ubstructures as in the Sequential-Fit (model A ) appear in the Joint-
it (model D 1 ). We also present in green in Fig. 12 the azimuthally
veraged surface mass density profile corresponding to this model,
t is consistent with the Sequential-Fit model, within the statistical
ncertainties. 
The goal of implementing the Joint Fit is to examine whether the
odelling of the core of the cluster can be impro v ed by directly

ncluding the substructures in the outskirts. As mentioned abo v e,
his model was obtained with a source-plane optimization, and
e therefore cannot directly compare it to the core-only strong-

ensing model optimized in the image plane. We therefore re-run
n optimization of the strong-lensing component of model A , as
escribed in Section 5.1 , but this time performed in the source plane.
his model yields an external shear amplitude � SL, src = 0.109,
lues are measured within 175 kpc from the identified 
e 1000 realizations, while errors represent the standard 
om the parametric + grid model, but also the masses 
y. M � represent the total stellar masses within 175 kpc 
tion 7.1 , and M � / M the stellar-to-total mass ratio as 
to the cluster centre, located between the two BCGs 

pc ) M � / M R R 

) (10 −3 ) (kpc) (arcmin) 

.01 1.3 ± 0.4 863 2.70 

.01 0.2 ± 0.2 821 2.57 

.03 2.8 ± 0.9 1054 3.30 

.01 1.8 ± 0.8 665 2.08 

.04 8.2 ± 2.3 888 2.78 

.02 3.9 ± 0.8 629 1.97 

.07 19.3 ± 6.0 780 2.44 

23 April 2024
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Figure 8. Mass contours for different reconstructions: the Sequential Fit 
from Section 5 in blue, the Joint-Fit from Section 6 in green, and the 
weak-lensing grid-only model from Section 9.2 in red. The positions of 
the substructures detected in the Sequential Fit are also shown in black (as 
described in Section 5.2 ). 
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nd a RMS SL, src = 1.56 arcsec (as compared to the image plane
ptimization which gives � SL, img = 0.107, and an RMS SL, img = 

.90 arcsec). For the Joint-Fit reconstruction performed in the 
ource plane, the model with the total best likelihood has only a
lightly lower external shear value, � Joint, src = 0.090, but a consistent 
oodness of fit, with RMS Joint, src = 1.57 arcsec. All the RMS and
 values are summarized in Table A1 for comparison. There are 

wo main consequences to be drawn from this result: the first is
he importance of the image-plane reconstruction as opposed to the 
ource-plane one. The former allows us to impro v e the precision
nd accuracy of the resulting total mass distribution in the cluster 
ore. We are still developing this feature in hybrid- Lenstool, and it
hould be available for future mass modelling efforts. Secondly, this 
easurement further underlines that Abell 370 is a very complex 

luster, and the current mass model studied here may be insufficient 
o fully characterize its mass distribution. In the Joint Fit, while 
he maximum-likelihood model has a poorer reconstruction of the 
ore than the strong-lensing only model, this is not the best strong-
ensing model among the 1000 model realizations. If we select 
he model with the best strong-lensing likelihood (regardless of 
he weak-lensing likelihood), it is actually better than what is 
btained for the strong-lensing only model, with RMS = 0.84 
rcsec. 

Finally, the external shear component included in the model 
akes this Joint-Fit very difficult to physically interpret. Even if the 

mplitude of the shear is reduced for the best-fitting model, it is not
ompletely remo v ed. Ev en if only considering the BUFFALO main
eld (and not the parallel, which is not discussed in this paper), this
epresents a region of ∼ 2 × 2 Mpc 2 . It is very difficult to physically
ccount for such a uniform effect on a large scale (see Section 9.1 for
 further discussion). As a comparison, we re-run the same model but
ith the external shear component removed, but the resulting RMS 

s 1.84 arcsec (model D 2 in Table A1 ). 
 RESULTS  I I I :  T H E  BA R  Y  O N I C  MASS  

I STRI BU TI ON  IN  A 3 7 0  

.1 Stellar content of substructures 

s described in Section 5 and 6 , we have detected seven candidate
ubstructures in the total mass distribution of the cluster, reco v ered
sing both the Sequential-Fit and Joint-Fit modelling methods. To 
ain a better sense of the physical reality of these candidates, we
rst quantify whether they correspond to overdensities in the cluster 
ember galaxy distribution, and measure the total stellar mass 

ontained within the same aperture. To estimate the stellar masses of
alaxies, we follow the procedure outlined in Jauzac et al. ( 2015 ). We
rst estimate the typical m F814w − m K colour for passively evolved 
alaxies at z = 0.375 using theoretical models from Bruzual &
harlot ( 2003 ), assuming a range of exponentially decaying star

ormation histories within the range τ = 0 . 1 − 2 Gyr . This gives a
ypical colour in the AB system m F814w − m K = 1.3622. We use
his colour to compute K -band magnitudes for cluster galaxies from
hich we can then estimate the stellar masses, using the relation

og ( M � / L K ) = az + b , where z represents the redshift of the cluster,
ere z = 0.375. This relation was established by Arnouts et al. ( 2007 )
or red galaxies in the VVDS sample (Le F ̀evre et al. 2005 ), adopting
 Salpeter initial mass function (IMF), with parameters a and b given
s: 

 = −0 . 18 ± 0 . 03 , 

b = −0 . 05 ± 0 . 03 . 

e thus estimate the stellar mass of all cluster galaxies detected in
he BUFFALO field-of-view. As some substructures are located at 
he edge of this region, we perform the same e x ercise for cluster
alaxies in the Subaru catalogue, and estimate their stellar masses 
rom their z 

′ 
magnitudes. 

From the stellar mass estimates, we compute the total stellar mass
ncluded within 175 kpc from the centre of the previously identified
andidate substructures. We give these values in Table 1 . To give more 
redence to the physical reality of these candidate substructures, we 
 ould lik e them to match in positions with o v erdensities in the stellar
ass distribution. This correlation can be examined qualitatively, 

sing the lightmap and mass contours shown in Fig. 6 , but we use
ere the measured stellar masses to examine it quantitatively. For this, 
e measure the projected stellar mass density in each substructure, as
 sub = 

M � 

πr 2 
, where M � is the total stellar mass within a substructure,

nd r = 33 arcsec (i.e. 175 kpc ). As a comparison point, we then
ompute the stellar mass density profile of the cluster, shown as a
lue line in Fig. 9 . We note that the stellar mass density profile is
omputed in circular bins, and do not account for the elongated shape
f the cluster, which could make this comparison less meaningful. 
Fig. 9 shows that not all of the candidate substructures match with

n o v erdensity in the stellar mass distribution: only S7, S5, and S3
ave densities higher than the mean cluster density at their respective
adius, which gives more credibility to their physical existence. 
lthough S2 has the lowest stellar mass density of all, well bellow

he cluster mean, there is a clear stellar o v erdensity located ∼0.76
rcmin south-west from the substructure’s centre. This o v erdensity 
s too far to be accounted for with the total substructure stellar mass,
ut both can still be associated, as there may be some positional
ncertainty associated with the detected candidate substructures. We 
riefly discuss these possible positional errors in Section 9.2 . Another
ossibility is that the detected o v erdensity could correspond to a trail
f dark matter tidally stripped from the infalling group composed of
he visible galaxy o v erdensity. The most striking discrepancy appears
MNRAS 524, 2883–2910 (2023) 
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Figure 9. Radially averaged stellar mass density profile for the cluster 
computed in circular bins ( blue solid line ), and substructure stellar mass 
densities computed within r = 33 arcsec = 175 kpc . The length of the vertical 
lines represent the error propagated from the error on the F814W magnitude 
as given by SOURCE EXTRACTOR . The same centre as in Fig. 7 is considered. 
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Figure 10. XMM–Newton surface brightness profiles of Abell 370 in the 
[0.5–2] keV band. The average brightness profile of the cluster computed in 
circular bins is shown in blue, whereas the green and red profiles indicate 
the profiles extracted in boxes extending in the direction of the substructures 
S6 and S7, respectively. The dashed vertical lines indicate the distance of the 
centre of the S6 and S7 lensing structures to the cluster centre. 
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or the case of S1 and S4. These two substructures have no strong
tellar counterparts, and their stellar densities are below the cluster
ean. In the following sections, we examine X-ray observations of
bell 370 to see if any gas counterparts for the different substructures

an be identified, and we test alternative modelling methods in order
o check whether these substructures can be artefacts of our modelling
ethod. 

.2 The X-ray gas 

o impro v e the interpretation of the lensing mass map and the
andidate substructures, we analyse the X-ray observations presented
n Section 2.3 . To quantify the presence of an X-ray counterpart at the
ocation of the lensing substructures, we extract the X-ray surface
rightness profiles using the public Python package pyproffit
Eckert et al. 2020 ). First, we measure the azimuthally averaged
rofile of the entire cluster, by computing the mean luminosity in
nnular bins centred on the cluster core. This profile is shown in
lue in Fig. 10 . The average profile is used as a baseline to search
or surface brightness features in restricted regions of the cluster,
orresponding to the directions in which each substructure is located.
ore precisely, for each substructure, we select a rectangular region,

xtending from the cluster centre in its direction. We then compute
he luminosity profile in rectangular bins within this box. Fig. 10
ompares the azimuthally averaged cluster profile with the profiles
alculated in the direction of S6 and S7, respectively. In the case
f S7 (red profile in Fig. 10 ), we observe a clear enhancement of
urface brightness beyond 2 arcmin from the cluster centre, which
s nicely consistent with S7’s radial distance. The associated X-ray
nhancement is obviously diffuse and extends over a broad radial
ange (2–4 arcmin) and the radial distance between the lensing
osition of S7 and the peak of X-ray luminosity is ∼0.6 arcmin,
s shown in Fig. 10 . The brightness profile in the direction of S6
shown in green) also exhibits a statistically significant brightness
xcess at the expected position, although the enhancement appears
o be much more compact. We note that the profiles measured in the
irection of S6 and S7 present lower values than the average profile
n the central regions because they are measured in boxes of fixed
idth, while the average profile is measured in circular bins. For this

eason, the average radius of pixels in the innermost radial bins is
NRAS 524, 2883–2910 (2023) 
arger in the rectangular boxes than in the circular bins. For clarity,
e do not show the profiles for any other candidates, as we do not
nd evidence for a surface brightness enhancement associated with
ny of the compact substructures. Ho we ver, as already discussed in
ection 2.3 it is important to note that the Northern region of the
luster is affected by the presence of the foreground galaxy LEDA
75370, which is associated with a bright extended X-ray halo with
 soft X-ray spectrum. While we mask a circle of 1 arcmin radius
round the galaxy, any remaining extended X-ray emission from
he galaxy could impact our measurements in the North direction,
hich may in principle affect our conclusions concerning S2 and
3. 
In addition, we show in Fig. 11 the maps of X-ray spectroscopic

emperature (left-hand panel, in units of keV) and pseudo-entropy
right-hand panel, in units of keV cm 

2 ). The position of S6 matches
ith a compact region with low temperature and low entropy, which
ould further suggest that S6 is a fairly recent infall, still containing

ome gas that has not virialized yet with the rest of the cluster. We
iscuss in more details the X-ray analysis of S6 in Appendix C . 

 RESUL  TS  IV  :  I M PAC T  O F  T H E  

UBSTRUCTURES  O N  T H E  C O R E  M O D E L  O F  

3 7 0  

.1 Fixed substructures 

n the previous sections, we have examined the candidate sub-
tructures detected in the total mass distribution of the cluster
Sections 5 and 6 ), and inspected their possible baryonic counterparts
Section 7 ). In this section, we verify whether this extra mass
ocated in the cluster outskirts can have an impact on the lens

odel describing the cluster core. This boils down to performing
n additional step in the Sequential-Fit, meaning that we extract the
otentials corresponding to the outskirt substructures, i.e. the RBFs
rom the grid model described in Section 5.2 , and keep them fixed
hile re-optimizing the parametric model in the cluster core. To
o this, we first generate a LENSTOOL parameter file corresponding
o the mean mass distribution o v er the 1000 MCMC parameter
ealizations obtained in our baseline model A , and compute the
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Figure 11. Maps of X-ray spectroscopic temperature (left-hand panel, in units of keV) and pseudo-entropy (right-hand panel, in units of keV cm 

2 ). Details on 
the map construction are given in Section 2.3 . In both panels, the white contours refer to the lensing contours (Fig. 6 ). The position of the lensing substructures 
is highlighted in green (see Table 1 ). 
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verage amplitudes for each grid potentials. We then include them 

s fixed potentials, and re-optimize the core strong-lensing model. 
e keep broad and flat priors for all the free parameters, but start

rom the best-fitting values from Section 5.1 . In particular, we take
are of having broad enough priors on the amplitude of the external
hear, so it can sample very lo w v alues if needed. We call this
odel B 1 . 
We note that we do not include all the grid potentials, in order

o keep the model relatively simple. We only select grid potentials 
hat can have a significant impact on the modelling of the core, i.e.
ll potentials with an amplitude v > 50, which results in 274 grid
otentials. As described in the previous paragraph, these potentials 
re then kept in our model as fixed potentials (i.e. we do not re-
ptimize their amplitude). In order to reduce the computational time, 
e also fix the parameters of the scaling relation that go v ern the
ass-to-light relation for cluster galaxies. 
We show the positions and shapes of the potentials in the core

f the cluster corresponding to our best model in Fig. 5 as yellow
llipses. As could be expected, the presence of mass in the outskirts
ffects the model in the core of the cluster. The goodness of fit of
he model is close to the core-only model: the RMS corresponding 
o this new model is RMS = 0 . ′′ 98. However, the external shear
omponent is still necessary in this model, and cannot be replaced 
y these substructures: the best-fitting model has only a slightly 
ower shear amplitude than in the core-only model, � = 0.096. 
his may be due to the fact that the candidate substructures are
istributed along different directions, and therefore do not create 
 strong shear along a preferred axis. To verify that the external
hear is necessary in this configuration, we run again the model, 
ut this time removing this component entirely. This model, called 
odel B 2 , is significantly worse, with RMS = 1 . ′′ 42. We remind the

eader that the different models presented throughout the paper are 
ummarized in Appendix A along with the corresponding goodness- 
f-fit metrics. 
t  
.2 Parametric strong + weak-lensing model 

e showed in the previous section that substructures in the outskirts,
s detected with the baseline weak lensing analysis, cannot account 
or the external shear component that was introduced in the paramet-
ic model of the core. Here, we use another approach to test the impact
f substructures on the cluster core. We model the core with the same
arametric model as in the baseline model A , but we do not include the
rid model in the outskirts this time. Instead, we add seven parametric
otentials that represent the substructures, initially distributed around 
he cluster, at the locations of the seven substructures detected in the
aseline model. We keep the same broad and flat priors for the core
otentials as in Section 5.1 . For the seven new substructure potentials, 
e use circular dPIE mass distributions, and fix their core radii to
 core = 62 kpc, and cut radii to r cut = 3 × r core , which corresponds to
he size of the most resolved potentials composing the free-form grid.
or the remaining parameters, i.e. positions and velocity dispersions, 
e keep very broad priors, to give the model freedom to replace the

xternal shear component with any mass and position of substructure 
t would take. Therefore, we let the velocity dispersion value vary
etween 20 and 700 km s −1 for each substructure potential (which
orrespond to 7.2 × 10 10 –8.8 × 10 13 M � in terms of total subhalo
ass), and the width of the priors on the position is in the range

00–200 arcsec. We optimize this fully parametric model with both 
trong- and weak-lensing constraints, and refer to it as model C 1 . 

The resulting positions of the substructures are shown in Fig. 6
s orange circles, and are labelled as SA, SB, SC, SD, SE, SF, and
G in order to facilitate the discussion. The final positions of these
otentials are relatively close to the substructures identified in model A 
n Section 5.2 : SA, SB, SC, SE, SF, and SG end up close to S1, S2,
3, S4, S5, and S6, respectively. The last one, SD, migrates closer

o the cluster core. Ho we ver, not all substructures end up with the
ame velocity dispersion value, and therefore not all have the same
ass. We present in Table 2 the best-fitting velocity dispersions for

he seven substructures, as well as the total mass measured on the
MNRAS 524, 2883–2910 (2023) 
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Table 2. List of substructure velocity dispersions and masses, result- 
ing from the strong + weak-lensing parametric model. The masses 
are measured on the mass maps within 175 kpc from the identified 
substructure centres, and correspond to the mean value o v er the 1000 
realizations, while the error represents the standard deviation. We 
also give the mass o v erdensities, � M , with respect to the core only 
parametric model. 

σLT M( < 175 kpc ) �M( < 175 kpc ) 
(km s −1 ) (10 12 M �) (10 12 M �) 

SA 287 ± 10 27 ± 1 9 ± 2 
SB 234 ± 9 27 ± 1 5 ± 2 
SC 547 ± 4 46 ± 1 29 ± 2 
SD 287 ± 8 59 ± 1 11 ± 2 
SE 515 ± 9 54 ± 1 22 ± 2 
SF 224 ± 5 26 ± 1 8 ± 2 
SG 562 ± 15 61 ± 1 33 ± 2 
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esulting mass maps within 175 kpc from their centre. As in Section
.2 , we also compute for each of them � M , the excess mass enclosed
n the same region with respect to the core-only model. 

This reveals that only three substructures correspond to a large
mount of additional mass: SC, SE,, and SG represent additional
ass components of 2.9 ± 0.2, 2.2 ± 02 and 3.3 ± 0.2 × 10 13 M �
ithin 175 kpc, respectively, which could represent the mass of small
alaxy groups. SC is located close to an o v erdensity in the cluster
ember light distribution, and while it is not exactly co-spatial,

his small shift could be attributed to systematic uncertainties in the
easurements of substructure positions. This is reinforced by the fact

hat SC is located at ∼30 arcsec from the substructure S3, as measured
n the grid mass reconstruction. We plan to address this issue of
ystematic errors on the reconstructed positions of substructures in
 future work on simulated clusters. In contrast, SE is not located
lose to any overdensity in the cluster baryonic mass distribution,
NRAS 524, 2883–2910 (2023) 

igure 12. Average surface mass density profiles for the different models conside
ith substructures included as parametric potentials in orange dashed (Section 8.2 )
rid-only model in red dash-dotted (Section 9.2 ). As a comparison, we present the
agnification data as black marks with horizontal and vertical bars, and their NFW
 = 400 kpc. The grey shaded area represents the strong-lensing region, and the da
either traced by optical or X-ray emissions. We tend to classify
t as a modelling artefact, but it is still puzzling that it is present
oth in the grid, and in the parametric-only mass reconstruction
ith large enough mass attributed to it. Finally, SG is located fairly

lose to S6 (9 arcsec distance), and to the extended cluster member
 v erdensity located to the East. Similarly as for SC, the question of
ystematic uncertainty in the substructure’s reconstructed position
rises. Next, in decreasing order of mass, is SD, with an excess
ass of 1.1 × 10 13 M �. This halo presents the largest positional

hift as compared to its initial position, and it ends-up coinciding
ith the position of a foreground galaxy at z = 0.25. This could

uggest that this line-of-sight structure may contribute to the total
ensing efficienc y. Ov erall, the substructures modelled as parametric
otentials are all fairly grouped along the North–South axis of the
luster, confirming that it is the main elongation axis of Abell 370.
e also show the statistical uncertainty on the reco v ered position of

he substructures, 1 σ , as orange crosses in Fig. 6 . We now examine
f and how the model in the core is modified in this configuration. 

The positions and shapes of the potentials comprising the core
atter distribution are shown as brown ellipses in Fig. 5 . This
odel appears quite similar to the baseline core model, but, in

his configuration, substructures actually account for a significant
raction of the external shear amplitude: in the best-fitting model its
mplitude is reduced to � = 0.04, which is about a third of its initial
 alue. Ho we ver, this component is still present, and this makes this
odel still not completely satisfying from a physically moti v ated

oint of view: there is a uniform shear component co v ering the
hole modelled field, ∼4 arcmin × 4 arcmin, which is difficult to

eproduce by adding mass components (see Section 9.1 ). We note
hat this model is slightly worse at reproducing the observational
onstraints, as its RMS is 1.17 arcsec. We include the RMS and � 

alues in Table A1 along with the other models. Finally, we compute
he azimuthally averaged density profile for this model, shown in
ig. 12 as orange dashed line. It shows that outside of the core, this
red: the baseline model in blue solid line (Sections 5.1 and 5.2 ), the model 
, the source-plane joint fit in green dotted (Section 6 ), and the weak-lensing 
 density profile derived in Umetsu et al. ( 2022 ) from the Subaru shear and 
 fit as a black solid line. The innermost bin is an inte grated av erage inside 

shed vertical line the limit of the main BUFFALO field. 

/2883/7219324 by guest on 23 April 2024
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Figure 13. Top panel: In the case of one substructure, amplitude of the 
shear created in the cluster core as a function of the substructure distance 
to the core. Lines with increasing thickness represent a substructure with 
M 200 = 2 , 5 and 9 × 10 13 M �, respectively. Bottom panel: In the case of two 
substructures, amplitude of the shear as a function of the angle between the 
two substructures. The two substructures are located at 107 arcsec = 570 kpc 
from the cluster centre, and have M 200 = 5 × 10 13 M �. 
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odel yields a lower average surface mass density than the baseline 
odel A : this is due to the fact that the outskirts mass is concentrated

n a small number of localized substructures, instead of being allowed 
o follow a much smoother distribution, as with the grid-type models. 

As a comparison, we also perform this modelling e x ercise without
ncluding the external shear component, to see if this will force 

ore mass into the substructures, and perhaps still manage to give 
 decent model, which we call model C 2 . The positions and masses
f the substructures are different in this configuration. Out of the 
ev en substructures, fiv e hav e now masses M( < 175 kpc ) > 10 13 M �,
nd the remaining two contribute only marginally to the total mass
istribution ( M( < 175 kpc ) ∼ 5 × 10 12 M �). Their positions remain
ithin 15 arcsec of the positions obtained in the former model, 
ith one notable exception: substructure SA migrates to the south- 
est, and its best-fitting position coincides with the group of three 

elatively large cluster member galaxies located between S1 and S6 
n Fig. 6 . In this configuration, the substructures SA and SG are
ocated within 25 arcsec of each other, and are the two most massive.
ogether they contain > 10 14 M �, which corresponds to the mass of a
mall galaxy cluster. Ho we ver, there is no clear luminous counterpart
or such a massive structure at this location. We believe that the
ery high mass of these substructures is rather a model artefact, 
riven by the lack of external shear. In this model configuration, 
he distribution of the substructures along the North–South axis 
s even more pronounced, which would also tend to produce a 
tronger total shear on the core (see Section 9.1 ). As discussed
reviously, this model may not be entirely physically moti v ated, due
o the presence of e xtremely massiv e substructures lacking a clear
ptical counterpart, but it does manage to replace the external shear 
omponent, and obtain a good reconstruction of the position of the
ultiple images. The RMS value is here equal to 1.19 arcsec, which

s equi v alent to the same model with the external shear component.
e remind the readers that the RMS only reflects the accuracy of the
odel in the strong-lensing region, but it is the appropriate metric

ere, as in this section we are examining the impact of the presence
f substructures on the model in the cluster core. 

 DI SCUSSI ON  

.1 External shear toy models 

ne purpose of this paper is to study the physical origin of the
xternal shear component that is required to improve the goodness 
f fit of the lens model in the core of Abell 370. The amplitude of the
equired shear is quite high in our baseline model ( γ ∼ 0.11), and
e show in Section 8 that the substructures detected in the cluster
utskirts can only account for a small fraction of it. In this section,
e aim at quantifying if the presence of (i) physically realistic

ubstructure(s) could produce an external shear of this amplitude, 
y using a simple toy model. For this, we simulate the presence of
ne or two substructures in the outskirts of a cluster, and generate
 2D map of the shear it produces in the cluster field, and thus the
alue of ‘external’ shear it generates at the position of the cluster
ore. We vary the position of the substructure(s) and measure the
esulting variations of the shear amplitude in the cluster core. 

We start by including only one substructure, modelled with a NFW
rofile (Navarro, Frenk & White 1996 ), and with a mass M 200 =
 × 10 13 M �, which is a typical mass for group-like substructures that
an be detected in cluster outskirts (e.g. Harv e y et al. 2014 ; Jauzac
t al. 2015 ). We consider different distances between the position of
his single substructure and the core of the cluster, from ∼50 arcsec
o ∼150 arcsec, which corresponds to the positions labelled Sub 0,
ub 1, and Sub 2 on the top left-hand panel of Fig. 14 . For each
f these substructure positions, we measure the amplitude of the 
hear generated at the cluster core. The resulting values are shown
s a function of the distance to the cluster centre in the top panel
f Fig. 13 as the medium thickness line. As expected, the closer the
ubstructure, the stronger the external shear. We also test this setup
ith different substructure masses, M 200 = 2 × 10 13 M � and M 200 =
 × 10 13 M �, shown with thin and thick lines, respectively. The top
anel of Fig. 13 shows that one substructure is not enough to explain
he external shear needed in Abell 370, as even the most massive
onsidered substructure, located the closest to the cluster core-only 
ccounts for around half of the expected shear. We note that having
uch a massive substructure ( M 200 = 9 × 10 13 M �) located so close to
he cluster core ( ∼53 arcmin or 277 kpc) is not realistic, as it should
e detected with weak lensing and/or galaxy o v erdensity. 
As a second step in the toy model, we now include two identical

ubstructures with NFW profiles, and masses M 200 = 5 × 10 13 M �.
he two substructures are located at 107 arcsec = 570 kpc, and
e vary the angle between the two substructures (considering 

he cluster core as the centre): θ = 0 represents when the two
ubstructures are superposed, resulting in one substructure twice 
s massive, and θ = π represents where the two substructures 
re opposed with respect to the cluster centre (see Fig. 14 for
he relative positions of the substructures and the cluster centre). 
he bottom panel of Fig. 13 shows the resulting amplitude of the

external’ shear measured in the cluster core. The shear is maximal
hen the two substructures are superposed (position Sub 1 in 
ig. 14 ) or aligned with the cluster centre (Sub 1 and Sub 6 in
ig. 14 ), as both substructures contribute to the shear in the same
MNRAS 524, 2883–2910 (2023) 
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Figure 14. Top left-hand panel: BUFFALO main field for Abell 370, with the positions of the different substructures considered in the toy models shown as red 
and orange circles. The cluster centre position is shown as a green circle. Remaining panels: 2D maps of the shear generated by two substructures with M 200 = 

5 × 10 13 M � and located at 107 arcsec = 570 kpc, with different angular configurations. The colour map represent the shear generated by the substructures at 
each position in the field, yellow (blue) representing high (low) values of the shear. The positions of the substructures were chosen to sample the parameters 
that impact the amplitude of the shear in the cluster core (i.e distance to the cluster centre, relative angle between the substructures). We do not examine here 
the orientation of the shear field, which would be impacted by a rotation of the substructure configuration for instance. 
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irection. In contrast, it cancels out when they are perpendicular
Sub 1 and Sub 4 in Fig. 14 ), as in this case each substruc-
ure distorts the background galaxies in orthogonal directions. By
omparing the top and bottom panels of Fig. 13 , we also note
hat having two substructures (superposed or aligned) located at

107 arcsec from the cluster core (bottom panel, θ = 0 or π )
s equi v alent to ha ving one substructure with the same mass b ut
ocated half closer (top panel, medium thickness line, R ∼ 50
rcsec). 

In conclusion, it seems difficult to explain the external shear
ecessary in the core of Abell 370 with the presence of substruc-
ures, as it would require two v ery massiv e substructures ( M 200 ∼
 × 10 13 M �) aligned with the cluster core, and located quite close
 ∼50 arcsec or 270 kpc). Given the orientation of the external shear
omponent, they should be roughly located along the axis defined
y the positions Sub 0, 1, 2, and 6 in the top left-hand panel of
ig. 13 . Our mass reconstruction (see Section 5.2 ) does not show
uch massive substructures. 

Finally, we examine the 2D maps of the shear amplitude generated
y the two-substructures toy models. Fig. 14 shows the shear
aps corresponding to the five configurations which measurements

re given in the bottom panel of Fig. 13 . The positions of the
ubstructures are shown as red circles in each panel, and the
NRAS 524, 2883–2910 (2023) 
osition of the cluster centre as a green circle. Depending on the
ubstructure positions, the distribution of the shear takes different
atterns, but is never uniform in the cluster field. It is therefore
ifficult to physically account for an ‘external’ shear component by
ncluding substructures, as in the parametric model, this is a uniform
omponent o v er the whole field. The external shear components
ften used in parametric modelling of galaxy clusters are of course
pproximations, as are all model decompositions, but they should be
reated with care when it comes to their physical interpretations: they
an be an approximation for the impact of some (sub)structures, but
an also be the result of other approximations in the modelling, such
s the limited choice in terms of potential shapes. 

.2 Weak-lensing grid-only model 

e have shown that the complexity of Abell 370 leads to several
ifficulties when it comes to producing a strong + weak lensing
odel co v ering the core and the outskirts of the cluster. The first

ne is the necessity to include an external shear component to obtain
 good model in the core. We have shown in Sections 8 and 9.1
hat this external shear cannot be fully replaced by the presence of
ubstructures in the cluster outskirts, and therefore that it introduces
 non-physical aspect in our model. In addition, this external shear
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omponent creates an inconsistency between the parametric model in 
he core and the grid model in the outskirts. More generally, there can
e some intrinsic difficulties in combining a parametric model and 
 grid. For instance, there could be some edge effects arising in the
ransition region between the fully parametric model in the core, and 
he weak-lensing grid. The impact of this effect is difficult to estimate
recisely, but it might be responsible for positional uncertainties in 
he position of substructures that are located too close to the core
see Section 7.1 ). 

To explore the impact of these two ef fects, we deri ve a weak-
ensing-only and grid-only mass reconstruction of Abell 370. We use 
he same grid structure as presented in Section 4.3 and shown in
ig. 4 , but without removing the grid points from the strong-lensing
egion. We superpose on this free-form model the galaxy-scale 
aloes corresponding to cluster galaxies, but do not optimize their 
arameters, fixing them instead to the best-fitting values obtained in 
ection 5.1 . We then optimize the amplitude of the grid potentials
sing the weak-lensing constraints. We refer to this model as model E .
his type of model has the advantage of not including an external
hear component, and not having a transition between a parametric 
nd free-form model. Ho we ver, the lack of a parametric component
hat ‘stabilizes’ the mass distribution in the core, and the lack of the
igh resolution strong-lensing constraints can lead to an increased 
oise in the modelling, and to a potential decrease of the signal and
attening of the profile in the core region. As in previous models,
e generate 1000 mass maps to estimate the statistical noise in the
ass reconstruction. The contours corresponding to the mean mass 
ap obtained are shown in red in Fig. 8 , along with the mass levels

btained from the Sequential-Fit model A (Section 5 blue) and Joint- 
it model D 1 (Section 6 , green). 
Most of the substructures are similarly detected in all three models, 

n particular S1, S2, and S5. We note that S2 and S5 are more extended
n the grid-only model. The extended substructures, S6 and S7, are 
oth present in the grid-only model, with still an extended mass
istribution (i.e. not as peaky as for some of the other substructures).
onversely, S3 has a different shape in the grid-only model: instead 
f appearing as a separate substructure in the North of the cluster
ore, it takes the shape of an elongation of the core itself towards the
orth. This kind of elongation, connected to the core distribution can 
e more difficult to reproduce in a composite model, as they would
e sensitive to the transition between the two model components. 
ven more drastically, S4 is not detected in the grid-only model. As

his candidate substructure also has no optical or X-ray counterparts, 
his could indicate that it is a model artefact. 

We also show in Fig. 12 the azimuthally averaged surface 
ass density profile of this model, with the dot-dashed red line 

epresenting the mean model and its standard deviation with a 
ed shaded area. The grid-only model presents a much lower 
mplitude at all scales than the other models, due to the lack of
trong-lensing constraints and underlying large scale parametric 
omponents. As a comparison, we show in Fig. 12 the average 
urface mass density profile measured with the Subaru weak-lensing 
ata in Umetsu et al. ( 2022 ) as a thin black solid line. Their model
s consistent with our baseline Sequential- and Joint-Fit models in 
he inner region of the cluster, but presents a significant deviation 
n the outer region. Starting at ∼800 kpc, their model is in much
etter agreement with our weak-lensing only, grid-only model. 
his suggests that either weak lensing only analyses consistently 
nderestimate the mass profile in the cluster outskirts, or that our 
ombined modelling o v erestimate the model in this region. We 
ill examine this issue further in a follow-up study on simulated 

lusters. 
.3 Physical reality of the candidate substructures 

hroughout this paper, we have presented different measurements of 
he mass distribution in Abell 370 (lensing maps, light distribution, 
-ray gas distribution), and examined different lensing modelling 

echniques to check the consistency of the obtained mass maps. Here,
e summarize what these different analyses can tell us about the
hysical reality of the substructure candidates identified in Section 
.2 , and discuss the implications it has on the cluster history and
ormation processes. 

We start with S1, which is located to the East of the cluster core,
t ∼860 kpc from its centre. This structure is present in all the
ifferent models (Sequential-Fit model A in Section 5 , parametric- 
nly model C 1 in Section 8.2 , Joint-Fit model D 1 in Section 6 and
rid-only model E in Section 9.2 , see Figs 6 and 8 ), but does not carry
 significant amount of mass in the parametric-only model C 1 (see 
able. 2 ). In all the models that contain a grid component, it is very
eaky, and is not connected to any elongated mass distribution: it is
ade of only one grid potential. In addition, this o v erdensity does

ot have a strong X-ray or luminous counterpart. All these arguments
ead us to believe that this candidate is more likely a model artefact
han a true physical substructure. 

The second candidate, S2, is located in the north-east, at a similar
istance from the core, ∼820 kpc. This substructure is also detected
n all the models, and also contains a more significant amount of

ass in the parametric-only model, � M ∼ 1.6 × 10 13 M �. It is
ifficult to ascertain the presence of an X-ray counterpart for S2, as
t is located close to the foreground galaxy LEDA 175 370 and two
-ray point sources (see Fig. 2 ) that are contaminating the signal.

n terms of optical counterparts, S2 is set between two peaks of
he cluster light distribution (see Fig. 6 ). It is therefore difficult to
scertain its physical reality, but we would be tempted to associate
his detection with these light peaks. Notably, it can be seen in the
UFFALO image that it is located very close to a group of massive
luster members. As for the reason why the light and lensing peaks
re offset, we see three possible explanations: (i) it could be due to
he transition between the parametric and grid models, that could 
reate some ‘edge effects’ at the limit of the strong lensing region
nd shift the position of substructures located close to it; (ii) S2 is
ocated between two light o v erdensities (north-east and south-west 
rom the substructure, see Fig. 6 ), and our model may have produced
ne ‘ef fecti ve’ substructure instead of two; and (iii) the detected
ubstructure could correspond to a trail of dark matter tidally stripped
rom the infalling group, and which would be easier to detect because
f the lower cluster background density at larger radii. 
The next substructure candidate, S3, is located in the North of the

luster core, at ∼1000 kpc from the centre. The stellar mass contained
ithin 175 kpc at its location represents a slight o v erdensity as

ompared to the stellar mass density of the cluster at this radius (see
ig. 9 ), and it coincides with an elongated cluster light o v erdensity

hat extends from the cluster core to the North (Fig. 6 ). In addition, the
rid-only model also presents a mass o v erdensity in this region, and
as the shape of an elongated structure connected to the core (Fig. 8 ),
imilar to what appears in the lightmap. As discussed previously, this
an be a limitation of the parametric + grid type of modelling, where
t can be difficult to properly represent the transition between the two
odel regimes. We will investigate this in future work on simulated

lusters. There is no X-ray counterpart at the location of S3, and
ny elongated structure between S3 and the cluster core would be
asked by the presence of the bright foreground galaxy. 
The candidate substructure S4 is located closer to the core, at
665 kpc in the south-west. It is detected only in the Sequential and
MNRAS 524, 2883–2910 (2023) 
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Figure 15. Galaxy–galaxy strong lensing system appearing at the location 
of the substructure S7 (system E in L22 ). 
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oint Fits, but not in the grid-only or parametric-only models (see
igs 6 and 8 ). It has no X-ray counterpart, and no light peak located

n its vicinity, which leads us to believe that this is also a model
rtefact. 

Finally, substructure S5 is located in the south of the cluster core,
t ∼890 kpc. It is strongly detected in all the models, and coincides
ith a stellar mass o v erdensity as compared to the cluster stellar
ass density at this cluster-centric radius (Fig. 9 ). There is ho we ver

o counterpart detectable in the X-rays, and it is difficult to conclude
f this o v erdensity corresponds to a true substructure, in the sense
f a group of galaxies bound together, or if it corresponds to a
rojection of a few galaxies with haloes massive enough to create
ome additional lensing boost. To disentangle that, it could be useful
o obtain spectroscopic redshifts for the galaxies composing this
 v erdensity. To that end we are currently proposing for a new, wide-
rea spectroscopic surv e y (called BUFFALO-WINGS) designed to
o v er the entire BUFFALO cluster area with MUSE spectroscopy.
ike the outermost regions of the current data set, BUFFALO-
INGS would be shallow, but the exposure depth would be more

han enough to confirm the (luminous) distribution of S5, as well
s any other substructure candidate where we find possible cluster
embers. 
We now discuss the two extended substructures. S6 is closest to

he cluster core, at ∼630 kpc in the South/south-east direction, and
s detected in all the models. Because of its extended nature, it is
ifficult to exactly pinpoint its centre, which we believe leads to the
act that its stellar mass content does not represent an o v erdensity
s compared to the cluster density at that radius (Fig. 9 ). When
ooking instead at the cluster lightmap, in Fig. 6 , it does present an
 v erdensity to the East of the identified centre of S6, which coincides
ith the lensing detected extension. Ho we ver, there is no cluster
ember galaxy o v erdensity at the exact location of S6. This is even
ore puzzling as there is an X-ray counterpart for this substructure.

ts peak position o v erlaps with an extension in the cluster X-ray
uminosity, which translates into an o v erdensity in the luminosity
rofile computed in this direction (Fig. 10 ). More notably, there is a
oincident region with low X-ray temperature and low entropy (see
ig. 11 ). These combined data sets suggest that S6 is a substructure

nfalling for the first time into the cluster, along a South to North
rajectory. The temperature map could also suggest that there is a
rail of low temperature stripped gas following in the South of S6,
ut this interpretation is more putative. The lack of a clear counterpart
n the galaxy distribution dictates that some further analyses are still
ecessary to fully understand this region of the cluster. 
S7, which is located at ∼780 kpc north-west from the cluster

ore, is similarly detected in all the models. It also matches with
 stellar mass and light o v erdensity (Figs 9 and 6 ), as well as with an
xtended X-ray luminosity overdensity (see Figs 2 and 10 ). Given
ts extended nature, and the fact that it does not correspond to a
ow temperature or low entropy region, it would suggest that S7 is
he remnant of an older merger, in which the gas has already been
artly virialized in the cluster. In addition, there is a g alaxy–g alaxy
trong lensing (GGSL) event which appears in this substructure,
ocated at the edge of the BUFFALO field-of-view, but still visible
n the BUFFALO imaging (system E in Lagattuta et al. 2022 ). As
hown in Fig. 15 , the Einstein radius of this system is ∼3 . ′′ 5, which is
ignificantly larger than what is expected by g alaxy–g alaxy lensing
roduced by a single galaxy (typically ∼1.5–2 arcsec). Considering
hat the multiply imaged galaxy is located around redshift 1–2, this
orresponds to a mass enclosed within the Einstein radius of ∼2–
 × 10 12 M �. Assuming an NFW mass distribution in the lens, this
orresponds to a mass of a few 10 13 M � enclosed within 175 kpc,
NRAS 524, 2883–2910 (2023) 
hich is in very good agreement with our model. The presence
f this GGSL with a large Einstein radius therefore confirms that
here is a matter o v erdensity at this location, which gives the extra-
ensing boost responsible for this event. We note that the position
f this substructure is labelled at the centre of the extended mass
 v erdensity rather than at the position of the GGSL system to be
onsistent with the other substructures. 

In summary, combining the different modelling techniques pre-
ented throughout the paper, as well as the different observational
robes, allows us to qualitatively assess whether each candidate
ubstructure corresponds to a physical mass o v erdensity. After
 v aluating each substructure individually, it appears that the cluster
resents an extension towards the North/north-west and south-east.
ecently, Ghosh et al. ( 2021 ) presented a non-parametric model

or Abell 370, optimized using the BUFFALO gold strong-lensing
onstraints. As they did not include weak-lensing constraints, their
odel is focused on the core of the cluster, but it includes some mass

lumps located � 200 kpc North and South of the core. They interpret
hese mass distributions as fictitious and generated by their model
o account for some true mass distribution located outside of their
odelling field-of-view. They show that their reconstructed mass

istribution is consistent with a filamentary-like structure, extending
orth and South from the cluster core, in accordance with our 
odel. 
Another recent model of Abell 370 was presented in Umetsu

t al. ( 2022 ), taking advantage of the wide field of the BR C z 
′ 

ubaru/Suprime-Cam weak-lensing data o v er ∼3 arcmin × 25
rcmin. In Umetsu et al. ( 2022 ), they reconstructed the cluster mass
istribution in a free-form manner by combining weak-lensing shear
nd magnification constraints derived from the Subaru/Suprime-Cam
ata. As the presented model is smoothed with a gaussian kernel
f 1 . ′ 2 it does not allow a direct comparison with the substructure
etected in this work. Ho we ver, some features are similar between the
wo reconstructions: their o v erall mass distribution presents boxy-
haped mass contours, with elongations towards the north-east/north-
est and south-east/south-west, similar to the directions of our S2/S7

nd S5/S6 substructures. 
Finally, we note that it may seem surprising that only the two

xtended substructures show clear X-ray counterparts, as opposed
o the five compact ones. We plan to run our lens model methods
n mock clusters, in order to set up more quantitative criteria to
ifferentiate true cluster substructures from model artefacts. It is
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ossible that compactness of the candidates could be part of these 
riteria, meaning that for instance substructures that are detected as 
nly one grid potential have more chance to be a model artefact.
n any case, in the current state of our analysis, we cannot quan-
itatively ascertain whether S1, S2, S3, S4, and S5 are true cluster
ubstructures. If they (or at least some of them) do correspond to
hysical mass o v erdensities, the y would represent old structures that
ave been accreted into the cluster a long time ago. Indeed, their lack
f X-ray counterparts (except maybe for S2) would suggest that they 
ave spent enough time in the cluster for their gas to be completely
irialized. 

.4 What about the external shear? 

aving identified the most likely physical substructures in the cluster 
utskirts, we run one more lens model to quantify their impact on the
ass reconstruction in the core. Similarly as for model B 1 in Section 

.1 , we re-optimize the parametric model in the cluster with the
trong-lensing constraints only, and include the grid mass distribution 
s a fixed component of our model. In this case ho we ver, we remove
ll grid potentials which contribute to S1 and S4, keeping only the
ore reliable substructures, and call this model B 3 . This configuration 

ndeed allows us to account for part of the external shear, reducing
ts value by half as compared to the baseline model, � = 0 . 068 + 0 . 002 

−0 . 004 ,
ith RMS = 1.07 arcsec. Combining this result with all the models
resented abo v e and the toy models, we conclude that no physically
easonable substructures in the BUFFALO field-of-view could fully 
ccount for the model external shear. The orientation of the remaining 
hear field would require a mass distribution in the north-north- 
est or south-south-east. Interestingly the wide field mass model 
resented in Umetsu et al. ( 2022 ) does show a massive overdensity
t ∼1.5 Mpc in the north-west of the cluster, that could possibly
urther contribute to the shear. 

As described in Section 2.3 , we detect this structure in the
MM–Newton X-ray observations, and measure its mass as M 500 = 

.2 × 10 14 M �. We quantify the possible contribution to the external
hear from this structure using the same method as in Section 9.1 , by
enerating 2D shear maps of the shear it produces and measuring the
mplitude of this shear in the cluster centre. We model the structure
s an NFW potential located at 7.4 arcmin from the cluster centre,
nd at a redshift z = 0.32, with mass M 500 = (1.2 ± 0.3) × 10 14 M �.
s we do not have constraints on the shape of this potential, we
enerate multiple shear maps, varying the concentration between 
 500 = 3 and 9. We find that due to its relatively large separation from
he cluster core, this structure contributes only marginally to the total 
xternal shear, � ∼ 0.01. Ho we ver, we note that we only model this
tructure as one potential, while there could actually be an elongated 
ass distribution connecting the two structures, that could contribute 

urther to the shear. 
Alternatively, part of this external shear could be generated 

y some line-of-sight structures. This appears to be possible in 
ACS 0717, which is less constrained by the strong lensing data 

Williams, Sebesta & Liesenborgs 2018 ). Ho we ver, in the case of
bell 370, this scenario was thoroughly explored in Lagattuta et al. 

 2019 ): although they identified a background structure composed 
f 35 galaxies at redshift ∼1, and two smaller o v erdensities in the
oreground, none of them allow us to account for a significant part
f the external shear component in any of their models. 
Finally, rather than being the effect of some external structures 

along the line-of-sight or outside of the strong lensing region), 
he external shear component could also compensate for the lack 
f flexibility of the parametric potentials, and act as a perturbation 
f their simple elliptical shapes. Alternative approaches have been 
 xplored to e xpand the fle xibility of parametric mass distributions,
uch as including a free-form surface of B-spline functions that 
ct as small perturbation of the parametric model (Beauchesne 
t al. 2021 ). This method has been applied to observed clus-
ers in Limousin et al. ( 2022 ), and have allowed us to impro v e
heir modelling without the use of an external shear component. 
t would be interesting to apply this method to Abell 370 in
he future and verify if it allows us to eliminate the remaining
hear. 

0  SUMMARY  A N D  C O N C L U S I O N  

n this paper, we have presented a strong + weak lensing analysis
f the massive cluster Abell 370, using data from the Beyond the
ltra-deep Frontier Fields And Le gac y Observations (BUFFALO) 
rogramme. BUFFALO is a treasury HST programme that extends 
he spatial co v erage with Hubble of the six Frontier Field clusters
y almost a factor of 4. These observations add deep weak-lensing
ata to the already existing high-precision strong-lensing constraints. 
ere we take advantage of these high quality data sets to model

he core and the outskirts of this massive and complex cluster.
ur objectives are twofold: (i) extend the mass modelling to larger

adii and detect possible substructures in the cluster’s outskirts to 
etter understand its formation/evolution history; and (ii) examine 
he impact of the outskirts mass distribution on the modelling of
he cluster core. In particular, we aim to check whether modelling
he cluster outskirts properly would reveal the physical origin of the
xternal shear component that was introduced in L19 . We summarize
ur main findings here: 

(i) We have presented the different data products necessary for 
he mass modelling, obtained using the BUFFALO data set. The 
trong-lensing catalogue is compiled from previously published 
trong-lensing candidates (in Lagattuta et al. 2017 ; Diego et al.
018 ; Kawamata et al. 2018 ; Lagattuta et al. 2019 ), that were
evoted and re-homogenized within the BUFFALO collaboration. 
he cluster members and weak-lensing catalogues are measured in 

he wide BUFFALO field-of-view, as described in Sections 3.3 and 
.2 , respectively. All our data products are available at MAST as a
igh Level Science Product 5 

(ii) Using these data products, we first construct and optimize 
ur baseline mass model using the LENSTOOL software. It is a
ombination of two models, each based on a different approach for
ass decomposition: (i) a parametric model in the core of the cluster,
here the mass is decomposed into a small number of physically
oti v ated mass components (see Section 4.2 for more details). The

osition and shape of this part of the model is optimized with strong-
ensing constraints. And (ii) a grid of mass ‘pixels’ covering the
luster outskirts, adding flexibility to the mass distribution in this 
egion, and optimized with the weak lensing constraints (Section 
.3 ). We perform these two fits sequentially, meaning that we first
odel only the cluster core, then fix this component to its best fit,

nd optimize the amplitude of the grid mass pixels in the cluster
utskirts in a second step. The resulting model, presented in Section
 , has an external shear component in the cluster core, with an
mplitude � = 0.107, and five compact substructure candidates in 
he outskirts, as well as two more extended ones. Out of these seven
ubstructures, four have a corresponding counterpart in the cluster 
MNRAS 524, 2883–2910 (2023) 
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ight distribution, and two in the X-rays temperature and entropy
aps. The case of substructure S6 is particularly interesting: there

s mass extension to the East of the identified centre, that matches
ith an extended overdensity in the cluster member distribution.
o we ver, there is no cluster members detected at the position of

he centre itself, while it corresponds to a clear signal in the X-ray
ata (see Appendix C ), which will require further analyses to be
ully understood. For all the substructures, we combine the results
or the different mass tracers considered (lensing, cluster member
istributions and masses, X-rays) as well as alternative modelling
pproaches that we explore throughout the paper, and qualitatively
ssess the physical existence of each candidate substructures. We
onclude that out of the seven, two may be model artefacts (Section
.3 ). Considering only the more probable candidates, Abell 370
ppears to present some extended mass distribution towards the
orth/north-west and the south-east, in broad agreement with other

ecent mass reconstruction of the cluster (Ghosh et al. 2021 ; Umetsu
t al. 2022 ). 

(iii) We explore the impact of this mass distribution measured in
he cluster outskirts on the core of the cluster, and use three different
pproaches: (1) we fix the grid to its best fit, and re-optimize the core
odel taking into account these extra mass distributions (Section

.1 ); (2) we replace the grid model by five parametric potentials
ith very broad priors on their positions and velocity dispersions, to
imic the presence of substructures (Section 8.2 ); and (3) we perform
 combined model where the core and the outskirts are optimized
ointly, using the hybrid - LENSTOOL extension that we presented in
iemiec et al. ( 2020 ) (Section 6 ). Although these alternative models
o reduce the amplitude of the external shear in the cluster core,
one of them remo v e it completely. A summary of all the different
odels discussed in the paper is presented in Appendix A . For all

he models presented in this paper, the external shear component is
riented along the same direction, with θ� in the range 17 ◦–20 ◦. To
xplain this shear by the presence of neighbouring structures, the
odel would require mass distributed along the north-west/south-

ast axis, which is consistent with what we found. Ho we ver, the
mount of mass located in these substructures would need to be
uch higher than what we detect to account for such a high value of

xternal shear. 
(iv) We then examine if the shear included in the core may impact

he detection and spatial distribution of the substructures in the cluster
utskirts. For this, we construct a fully non-parametric model, i.e.
 grid co v ering both the core and the outskirts. We optimize this
odel using only the weak lensing constraints, and find a similar

patial mass distribution as in our baseline model. This suggests
hat some effects, such as the edge effects between the grid and
he parametric model, do not impact the existence of most of the
etected substructures, although they can add some uncertainties on
heir exact positions and shapes (Section 9.2 ). 

(v) In order to better understand the amount of substructure
ecessary to produce such a strong shear in the cluster core, we
xplore some toy models, with different spatial configurations and
asses of substructures (Section 9.1 ). We found that it would

equire two aligned substructures, each with a mass ∼9 × 10 12 M �,
ocated quite close to the core, ∼270 kpc, which seems an unlikely
onfiguration for Abell 370. In addition, the shear produced by these
ubstructures would not be uniform o v er the whole modelled field,
s is the case of the external shear parameter. This, together with
he results outlined in the previous items, suggests that the external
hear component cannot be fully accounted for by the presence of
hysically moti v ated substructures in the cluster outskirts. To replace
t by a more physically moti v ated mass component may for instance
NRAS 524, 2883–2910 (2023) 
equire us to use a more sophisticated mass distribution in the cluster
ore instead of a combination of elliptical potentials. One possibility
ould be to add small perturbations to increase the flexibility of

he parametric mass distribution, as described in Beauchesne et al.
 2021 ); Limousin et al. ( 2022 ). 

In this work, we have presented multiple lens modelling ap-
roaches, in order to best assess the physical reality of the candidate
ubstructures, but the final e v aluation remains qualitative. Our next
tep would be to run some additional in-depths tests of the different
odelling techniques presented here on simulated clusters, in order

o develop more quantitative assessments, and conduct a full analysis
f the systematic errors affecting the different types of modelling.
n parallel, we are planing to apply comparatively the Joint-Fit
nd Sequential-Fit modelling methods on real, but slightly less
omplex clusters, such as Abell S1063 and MACS 0616, in order
o disentangle the different sources of modelling complexity. 
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PPENDIX  A :  SUMMARY  O F  M O D E L S  

hroughout the paper, we try different mass modelling approaches,
eaning that we use different decompositions of the total mass

istribution of the cluster, in order to test different sources of
ystematic errors. We summarize here the different components that
re used at some point: 

(i) The ‘core parametric model’: mass distribution in the central,
trong-lensing region of the cluster described as a small number
f haloes, i.e 4 cluster-scale haloes + 2 BCG haloes + 4 haloes
orresponding to cluster member galaxies modelled individually. 
NRAS 524, 2883–2910 (2023) 
(ii) The ‘cluster member catalogue’: all remaining cluster member
alaxies, whose properties are modelled jointly with global scaling
elations. 

(iii) The ‘non-parametric grid’ of mass pixels, used to model the
ass distribution in the cluster outskirts in a flexible manner. 
(iv) The ‘parametric substructures’: instead of being modelled

ith the grid, the mass contained within the substructures in de-
cribed with a small number of parametric haloes in some models. 

These mass components are used in different combinations
hroughout the paper, and we give a summary of the different models
n Table A1 . The different models are: 

(i) the Sequential Fit, which is the baseline model, where the
arametric model in the core is first optimized with the strong-lensing
onstraints. It is then fixed to its best-fitting parameter values, and the
ass distribution in the cluster outskirts is the modelled in a second

tep with a non-parametric grid, constrained using the weak-lensing
ata. There are two realizations of this model, with the parametric
odel optimized in the image plane and in the source plane. This
odel is composed of the ‘parametric core model’ + the ‘cluster
ember catalogue’ + the ‘non-parametric grid’ in the outskirts. 
(ii) ‘Fixed subs’: a re-optimization of the parametric model

escribing the mass distribution in the cluster core, with the grid
omponent in the cluster’s outskirts fixed to the mass distribution
btained in the Sequential-Fit. Two versions are presented: with
he external shear amplitude left to vary, and without the shear
omponent. An additional run of the model is presented (‘Fixed
ubs, phys only’) which contains only the mass contained in the
ubstructures that are more likely to be true mass components, rather
han model artefacts. This model contains the same components as
he Sequential Fit, but with the ‘non-parametric grid’ being fixed and
ot optimized. 
(iii) ‘SL + WL param only’: the mass distribution o v er the whole

eld is modelled with a parametric model, meaning that substructures
n the outskirts are included as parametric potentials. This model was
lso optimized with and without the external shear component. This
odel contains the ‘parametric core model’ + the ‘cluster member

atalogue’ + the ‘parametric substructures’. 
(iv) The Joint Fit, where the parametric model in the core and the

rid in the outskirts are optimized jointly, using both strong- and
eak-lensing constraints. The parametric component of this model

s optimized in the source plane, and the whole model was optimized
ith and without the external shear component. By definition this
odel is made of the same components as the Sequential Fit. 
(v) ‘Grid only’: a fully non-parametric model, optimized with the

eak-lensing constraints only. It contains the ‘non-parametric grid’
o v ering the whole cluster field (i.e cluster core + outskirts), as well
s the cluster member catalogue. 

In Table A1 , we provide different metrics that allow us to quantify
he goodness of fit of the models. Ho we ver, due to the different
pproaches of modelling that are used, not all metrics are defined
n a meaningful way for all the models. The different ones that are
onsidered are the root mean square separation between the model-
redicted and observed positions of the multiple images for the
trong-lensing constraints (RMS); the corresponding strong-lensing
2 with the model degree of freedom (dof); the weak-lensing χ2 

ith the degree of freedom for parametric models; and the Bayesian
vidence for grid-based models. The degree of freedom is the
ifference between the number of constraints and the number of
ree parameters for each model, while the number of constraints for
he strong lensing χ2 is equal to N constraints = 2( N img – N src ), where
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Table A1. Summary of the different models considered throughout the paper. The columns present, in order: the name of the model; its ID; the optimization 
method for the parametric component (source versus image plane); if any, the amplitude of the best-fitting external shear component �; the section in 
which the model in discussed; the strong-lensing RMS value in arcseconds, the strong-lensing, and weak-lensing χ2 with the degree of freedom (dof). If 
the model is optimized jointly on the weak- and strong-lensing constraints, the same dof value is given for both χ2 . Short IDs are attributed to each 
model to facilitate the matching with the publicly available output maps . 

Model ID Optimization � Section RMS SL (arcmin) χ2 
SL (dof) χ2 

WL (dof) log ( E ) 

Sequential A Image 0 .107 5 0.90 340 (102) 91333 (35558) −34614 
Source 0 .109 6 1.56 437 (104) 91513 (35558) −34709 

Fixed subs B1 Image 0 .096 8.1 0.98 400 (104) – –
B2 Image – 8.1 1.42 837 (106) – –

Fixed subs, phys only B3 Image 0 .068 9.4 1.07 477 (104) – –

SL + WL param only C1 Image 0 .040 8.2 1.17 533 (37192) 91537 (37192) –
C2 Image – 8.2 1.19 832 (37200) 91487 (37200) –

Joint D1 Source 0 .09 6 1.57 466 (35663) 91683 (35663) −34719 
D2 Source – 6 1.84 243 (35665) 91381 (35665) −34226 

Grid only E – – 9.2 – – – −34467 
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Figure B1. Stellar-to-halo mass relation for the satellite galaxies in the 
BUFFALO field (black symbols). The stellar and subhalo masses are 
computed as described in the text. We show the error bars for only 1 in 10 
points for clarity. For comparison, we show the stellar-to-halo mass relation 
calibrated on the TNG simulation in Niemiec et al. ( 2022 ), for passive satellite 
galaxies, located at x 2D 

sat = R 

sat 
sat /R 200 = 0 . 1 (blue solid line) and 0.5 (orange 

dashed line). 
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 img is the total number of multiple images and N src is the number
f corresponding background sources. 

PPENDIX  B:  STELLAR-TO -HALO  MASS  

ELATION  F O R  T H E  SATELLITE  G A L A X I E S  

luster member galaxies are subject to interactions specific to this 
ery dense environment that will impact their properties, as well 
s the properties of the dark matter subhaloes in which they are
mbedded. In particular, the tidal forces of the host cluster strip
art of the subhalo’s dark matter, in an outside-in fashion (see e.g.
iemiec et al. 2017 , 2020 ). The impact of this tidal stripping will
epend on the galaxy’s time since infall and orbit within the cluster,
hich cause a radial se gre gation in the stellar-to-halo mass relation
easured satellite galaxies (Niemiec et al. 2022 ). Because of this

ffect, it may be wrong to consider a single scaling relation to model
ll the cluster galaxies together, as is done in this paper. To quantify
he impact of this effect, we measure the stellar-to-halo mass relation 
or the galaxies located in the modelled field-of-view, and quantify 
ow much it could vary within this field. 
To compute the stellar-to-halo mass relation, we use the stellar 
ass estimates obtained from the F814W magnitude, as described 

n Section 7.1 , and derive the corresponding subhalo masses from
quation (5) in Jullo et al. ( 2007 ), using the best-fitting values from
he model in Section 5.1 for σ � 

0 and r � cut . The resulting relation
or the satellites in the BUFFALO field-of-view are shown as the 
lack line in Fig. B1 . The error on this observed scaling relation
s shown as a grey contour, and it accounts for the mean error on
he galaxy magnitudes, as well as the uncertainty on the parameters 
escribing the mass-to-light scaling relation, obtained from our mass 
odel. As a comparison, we plot the stellar-to-halo mass relation 

alibrated on the TNG simulation in Niemiec et al. ( 2022 ) for
assive satellite galaxies, in a cluster at a redshift z = 0.24. We
how the relation computed at two different projected cluster-centric 
istances: R 

2D 
sat = 0 . 1 × R 200 , which represent the very core of the

luster, and R 

2D 
sat = 0 . 5 × R 200 , which is roughly the limit of the

UFFALO main field-of-view. Fig. B1 presents a good agreement 
etween the observational measurement and the simulation result 
or the core galaxies. Even if this degree of agreement may seem
urprising given the very different nature of the two measurements, 
nd the number of approximations included in the observational 
stimation, it is what we would expect physically. Indeed, the strong-
ensing constraints are much more sensitive than the weak lensing to 
he mass distribution in the subhaloes. It is therefore expected that
he very stripped galaxies located close to the core will drive the fit of
he scaling relation. The galaxies located further from the core will
e less stripped, and follow a relation closer to the orange dashed
ine in Fig. B1 . This relation is still relatively consistent with the
bserv ational measurement, gi ven the error bars, but we still may be
nderestimating the mass of the subhaloes in the cluster outer regions. 
o we v er, the fle xibility of the grid model in the outskirts may still

llow us to include this ‘missing’ mass. In future work, it will be
nteresting to include multiple scaling relations to account for tidal 
tripping, or even to implement a radially variable scaling relation, 
uch as the one presented in Niemiec et al. ( 2022 ). We also note
hat the agreement between observations and simulations appears 

ostly in the intermediate mass range. This is due to the simplified
stimation of the stellar mass from the F814W magnitudes, as well
MNRAS 524, 2883–2910 (2023) 
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s the lack of flexibility in the scaling relation relating the subhalo
ass to the galaxy magnitude. Further analyses would be necessary

o obtain a more exact estimation of the BUFFALO satellite SHMR.

PPENDIX  C :  X - R AY  PROPERTIES  O F  S6  

s discussed in Section 7.2 , we detect a compact X-ray substructure
t a position coinciding with the S6 lensing structure. Surprisingly,
his structure does not have an obvious counterpart in the galaxy
istribution and the accompanying X-ray structure is very compact,
hus it is worth investigating the X-ray data around this position
 little further. As already described in Section 7.2 , we detect a
ompact surface brightness excess at this position (see Fig. 10 ), and
he thermodynamic map indicates the presence of a low-temperature
3–4 keV), low-entropy region at a position that is consistent with S6
see Fig. 11 ). Ho we ver, gi ven the resolution of XMM–Newton it is in
rinciple possible that the excess brightness observed at this position
e due to a blend of point sources. 
To investigate whether one or several point sources in this area

ould have been missed, we searched the Chandra archive for
v ailable high-resolution observ ations. Unfortunately, the existing
CIS-I observation of the cluster is very shallo w. Ho we ver, a

elatively deep (88 ks) ACIS-S observation exists (observation ID
15). While the high background makes it difficult to use this
bservation to study the diffuse emission, the existing ACIS-S data
re deep enough to detect any contaminating point source much
elow the flux limit of XMM–Newton . No obvious point source is
etected at the position of S6, such that we can conclude that the
ompact structure detected around S6 is not induced by one or several
nmasked point sources. 
As shown in Fig. 11 , the region surrounding S6 appears to have a

ow temperature (3–4 keV compared to ∼10 keV for the surrounding
egions). While there is in principle sufficient signal to warrant that

igure C1. XMM–Newton spectra of the region surrounding the S6 sub-
tructure. The data points indicate the spectra from the MOS1 (black), MOS2
red), and PN (green) instruments, whereas the solid lines indicate the best
tting absorbed APEC model (see the text). The bottom panel shows the
esiduals from the model. 
NRAS 524, 2883–2910 (2023) 
he temperature map in this region is accurate, we attempted to verify
he temperature estimate in the region using a full-blown spectral

odelling approach. To this aim, we extracted the spectrum of a
egion of 18 arcsec radius around the position of S6 and fitted it
sing an absorbed APEC model (see Section 2.3 ). In Fig. C1 we
how the spectra of the region from the three EPIC instruments with
he best-fitting model superimposed. The best-fitting model has a
emperature of 3 . 99 + 0 . 97 

−0 . 81 keV, which agrees with the value estimated
n our temperature map. Therefore, we can conclude with confidence
hat the region surrounding S6 coincides with a region of enhanced X-
ay surface brightness at a temperature that is significantly lower than
he mean surrounding temperature ( ∼10 keV). Such characteristics
re consistent with a recent infall from S6 onto A370, with the core
f the substructure not having mixed yet with the ambient ICM. 
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